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The present thesis focuses on the development of bicubic B-spline method in 
combination with a new form of B-spline basis set for dynamics analysis of structures.  
A new form of B-spline basis set is first proposed to enrich greater generality of the 
application of B-spline functions to numerical analysis.  The development of the new 
form of cubic B-spline basis set is of considerable significance, since it is much more 
versatile than are other kinds of beam functions or polynomials with regard to the 
variety of end conditions that can be accommodated, and there’s no problem in 
meeting the end conditions for guided edge. 
 
Using the new form of B-spline basis set, bicubic B-spline approximation procedure 
is developed for vibration analysis of orthotropic plates.  The plate deflection is 
approximated by the product of the new form of B-spline basis set in both x- and y-
directions.  The frequency characteristic equation is derived based on classical thin 
plate theory by performing Hamilton's principle.  Various boundary conditions can be 
handled in this method, and furthermore, in this method the imposition of boundary 
conditions is very simple. 
 
A general unified Fortran computer program capable of analyzing vibration of 
orthotropic as well as isotropic plates under any combination of the four kinds of 
boundary conditions is developed.  There exist 36 combinations of the three classical 
    
 
v
edge conditions, i.e. simply supported, clamped, and free edge conditions, for 
rectangular orthotropic plates.  The natural frequencies of orthotropic plates with all 
36 combinations of the three classical boundary conditions with various aspect ratios 
are presented.  Comparisons with exact solutions and other numerical results 
demonstrate fast convergence, high accuracy, versatility, and computation efficiency 
of the present approach. 
 
In addition to the three classical edge conditions (i.e. simply supported, clamped, and 
free edges), the fourth mathematically possible boundary condition has been referred 
to in the literature as the guided edge.  The number of all possible combinations is 34 
when at least one guided edge is involved.  Of all these 34 cases, analytical solution is 
possible for 21 cases only.  The solutions of the remaining 13 cases are possible by 
approximate or numerical methods only, however, no investigation has been reported. 
To show the versatility of the present method, the results for rectangular plates with at 
least one guided edge are also computed.  
 
The present method results in a significant reduction in degrees of freedom compared 
to conventional FEM, which is desirable for dynamic analysis of complex structures.  
Linear transient analysis is also carried out for plate structures and a simple example 
is provided to shown the high effectiveness of the present method. 
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Since the invention of the finite element method (FEM) in the 1950s, FEM has 
become the most powerful and versatile technique in engineering computations.  A 
prominent feature of the FEM is that it divides the domain of the continuum into 
discrete elements, usually triangular, rectangular, or quadrilateral elements of finite 
size.  This procedure of dividing is called discretization.  The displacement or stress 
field within each element is expressed in terms of a set of unknown nodal parameters.  
The minimization of the global potential energy yields either a set of linear equations 
or nonlinear equations.  The method is suitable for analysis involving all types of 
structures under static and dynamic loads.   
 
However, this procedure is not always advantageous.  For example, for many cases of 
practical structures, the efficiency of the FEM needs to be improved because the finite 
element usually requires significant storage capacity, tedious and lengthy input data 
files.  In addition, in problems with high gradients or a distinct local character, very 
fine mesh is often required, which can be computationally expensive.  Therefore, 
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other alternative specialized approximation techniques, for example, spline 
approximation technique, play their own roles in numerical structural analysis.   
 
1.2 Application of B-spline Functions to Structural Analysis 
 
The modern mathematical theory of spline approximation was pioneered by 
Schoenberg (1946a, b) and he also coined the name (Schoenberg 1967).  The name is 
derived from a draftsman’s spline, a flexible piece of rubber, which can be used to 
draw smooth curves.  The spline is pinned down at known points (called knot points 
in the following) on the otherwise perhaps unknown or perhaps irregular curve.  The 
flexibility of the spline now allows us to draw a continuous curve between the points 
with continuous first and second derivatives at all points. 
 
B-splines have the property of being ‘complete enough’ with a relatively small 
number of basis functions and linear dependences are negligible.  This accounts for 
the recent swing towards the use of B-splines in engineering numerical analysis.  The 
basis set methods can be characterized as a kind of ‘global’ method, i.e. the solution at 
one point is linked to the solutions at all other points.  A consequence, as we shall see, 
is that a good working knowledge of which basis set to use under particular 
circumstances is required.  
 
B-spline functions have desirable characteristics, such as piecewise form, smoothness, 
capacity to handle local phenomena and higher-order continuity, for numerical 
analysis.  B-spline functions were initially used in approximation problems, such as 
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surface fitting, curve design, and interpolating.  The application of B-spline functions 
has emerged as a new direction of research in engineering computations (Fan and 
Luah, 1992).  
 
Mizusawa et al (1979,1980,1986) used B-spline functions of various orders as 
coordinate functions in the Rayleigh-Ritz method to solve the problem of vibration 
and buckling of skew plates.  Fujii (1981) and Fujii and Hoshino (1983) applied B-
spline functions in the discrete and non-discrete mixed methods for bending and 
eigenvalue problems of plates.  Shen and Wang (1987) investigated the static and 
vibration analysis of isotropic flat shells using cubic and quintic B-spline functions in 
one direction and beam functions in the other one.  Most recently, Li and Si (2003) 
implemented bending analysis of orthotropic plates and shells by using cubic B-spline 
function in one direction and sine and cosine function in another as displacement 
interpolation functions. 
 
The most prominent development in the application of spline functions for numerical 
analysis was perhaps the development of spline finite strip method by Cheung et al 
(1982).  In this method, the displacement functions were written as the product of 
spline function in one direction and suitable piecewise continuous polynomials, e.g. 
Hermite cubic polynomials (Kong and Cheung, 1995) and Lagrange polynomials (Au 
and Cheung, 1996), in another.  The method is now capable of solving a broad range 
of structural problems.  Cheung et al carried out static analysis of right box girder 
bridges (Cheung and Fan 1983), analysis of curved slab bridges (Cheung, Tham and 
Li, 1986), large deflection analysis of arbitrary shaped thin plates (Cheung and 
Dashan 1987), free vibration and static analysis of general plate (Cheung, Tham and 
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Li, 1988), postbuckling analysis of circular cylindrical shells under external pressure 
(Cheung and Zhu 1989), linear elastic stability analysis of shear-deformable plates 
(Cheung and Kong 1993) by the spline finite strip method 
 
A spline strip method, in which the displacement function was expressed as the 
product of basic function series in the longitudinal direction and B-spline functions in 
the other direction, was also developed by Mizusawa (1988).  Vibration of open 
cylindrical shells (Mizusawa 1988), annular sector plates (Mizusawa 1991a), and 
stepped annular sector plates (Mizusawa 1991b), vibration and buckling of plates with 
mixed boundary conditions (Mizusawa and Leonard 1990), were analyzed by 
Mizusawa and his colleagues by using spline strip method. 
 
Both the spline finite strip method and the spline strip method employ cubic B-spline 
functions in one direction only.  To fully exploit the desirable numerical 
characteristics of B-spline function, it’s reasonable to express the displacement 
function in two directions rather than in one.  The approximation technique using B-
spline functions in two directions is called bicubic B-spline approximation.  
 
The mathematical concept of bicubic spline interpolation was first proposed by Boor 
(1962).  This interpolation technique was originally used in approximation problems, 
such as surface fitting, curve design, and interpolating.  The first application of 
bicubic splines in engineering analysis was reported in 1974 by Antes, in which plate 
bending problem was solved by bicubic fundamental splines.  Later, Shen et al (1992) 
presented so-called multivariable spline element method for vibration analysis of 
isotropic plates.  In a more recent work, Yuen et al (1999) reported a macro spline 
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finite element for transient analysis of thin-walled structures, in which two-
dimensional cubic B-spline interpolation was used.  The advantages of B-splines 
interpolation such as higher accuracy and efficiency in the solution have been 
observed.   
 
1.3  Review of Vibration Analysis of Plates Using B-spline Functions 
 
The vibration problem of rectangular plates, although now more than two hundred 
years old in the research account, continues to be of considerable academic and 
practical interest, since a rectangular plate is a basic structural element and enormous 
parametric variations, for example, loading, materials, aspect ratio and edge 
conditions may be encountered in practical applications.  
 
Closed form solutions for rectangular plate vibration problem are known only for 
certain cases in which at least a pair of opposite sides is simply supported.  Energy 
methods such as Ritz method or Rayleigh-Ritz are employed for plates with other 
types of edge conditions.  It is characteristic of those energy methods that one must 
choose a set of functions to represent the shape of the deformed plate and the 
accuracy of frequencies depends to a large extent upon the set of functions that is used 
to represent the vibration mode.   
 
Employing the beam mode functions to represent the mode shapes of the vibrating 
plates, the approximate methods are very convenient and have been used most 
extensively, e.g., Young (1950), Warburton (1954), Hearmon (1959), Leissa (1973), 
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Rajalingham et al (1996).  This procedure is very well known (for example, Young 
1950, Leissa 1969) and will not be described in detail again here.  Suffice it to say 
that the method uses functions ),( yxW  in the variables separable form to represent 






where pX  and qY  are normalized eigenfunctions exactly satisfying the equation of 
motion of a freely vibrating, uniform beam. 
 
The beam functions do satisfy prescribed geometrical boundary conditions of zero 
deflection and zero slope where required, therefore, clamped and simply supported 
plate boundary conditions are exactly satisfied by use of beam functions.  However, 
should one or more free edges be involved the accuracy of frequencies can be 
significantly diminished (Leissa 1973).   
 
Other researchers have used the products of a series of polynomials to approximate 
the plate deflection, e.g. sine series (Dickinson 1969), double trigonometric series 
(Sakata and Hosokawa 1988), discrete Green functions (Morita et al 1995), etc.  
However, accurate results can be obtained only for plates with certain boundary 
conditions, especially clamped or simply supported edges, due to the difficulty 
encountered when dealing with free edges using these polynomials.  
 
In the energy approaches, using the beam functions or other kinds of polynomials, 
many different products of regular and hyper trigonometric functions exist for 
arbitrary conditions and it is difficult to make a unified subroutine to calculate all of 
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the various kinds of integrals.  As a result, these investigations, for the most part, have 
been concerned with plates having certain combinations of edge conditions, thus 
different formulation procedures must be carried out for plates with different 
combinations of edge conditions, even utilizing the same method.   
 
Simple and unified method which can deal with plate vibrations under general edge 
conditions have been of academic and practical interest for many decades and very 
little investigation has been reported.  For isotropic plates, Leissa (1973) used the 
Rayleigh-Ritz method to determine natural frequencies for several modes for all 
combinations of clamped, simply supported and free edges.  In which, analytical 
solutions are given for six cases of plates with a pair of opposite edges, and 
approximate solutions using 36 terms beam functions for other 15 cases are provided. 
 
It remains a fact, nevertheless, that little attempts have been made on the natural 
frequencies of orthotropic pates under general edge conditions, except the remarkable 
one by Narita (2000).  In his work, a modified Ritz method was used to calculate 
frequency parameters of orthotropic plates under all 36 combinations of edge 
conditions, although the results for square plates only were given.  He introduces a 
kind of polynomial as follows: 
31 )1()1()( BBmmX −+= ξξξξ  (1.2)
42 )1()1()( BBnnY −+= ηηηη  (1.3)
where 1B , 2B , 3B , and 4B  are ‘‘boundary indices’’ which are added to satisfy the 
kinematical boundary conditions and are used in such a way as 1B =0 for F (free 
edge), 1 for S (simply supported edge), and 2 for C (clamped edge).   
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However, as pointed out by Bert (2001), this kind of polynomial proposed by Narita 
(2000) is applicable to the three classical boundary conditions (i.e. simply supported, 
clamped, and free) only.  Actually, there is a fourth boundary condition which has 
been referred to in the literature as the guided (Bert and Malik 1994) or sliding 
(Ugural 1999) edge.  For this boundary condition, the effective shear force and the 
bending slope are both zero.  This boundary condition has been little studied in 
literature except the remarkable one by Bert and Malik (1994). 
 
The number of the possible combinations of the three classical edge conditions 
(simply supported, clamped, and free) is 21.  When at least one guided edge condition 
is involved, the possible combinations of the three classical edge conditions give rise 
to 34 additional cases.  Of all these 34 cases, analytical solution is possible for 21 
cases only and has been investigated by Bert and Malik (1994).  The solutions of the 
remaining 13 cases are possible by approximate or numerical methods only, however, 
no investigation has been reported.  In the present thesis, a novel method, called 
bicubic B-spline method is developed to solve plate vibration problem under any 
combination of the four kinds boundary conditions. 
 
The enforcement of boundary conditions has been one of the most important 
considerations in the application of B-splines to numerical structural analysis.  Shen 
and He (1992) investigated the vibration analysis of isotropic plates using so-called 
multivariable spline element method.  In this method, the kind of B-spline basis set 
proposed by Qin (1985) was adopted to approximate the displacement function of the 
plate.  However, the kind of B-spline basis set is not able to satisfy free or guided 
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edges.  Thus this research has been limited to certain combinations of simply 
supported and clamped edge conditions.   
 
In the present thesis, a new form of cubic B-spline basis set, which can accurately 
satisfy simply supported, clamped and free edge conditions, is constructed to 
accurately approximate beam functions under any boundary conditions.  The 
development of the new form of cubic B-spline basis set is of considerable 
significance, since it is much more versatile than are other beam functions or 
polynomials with regard to the variety of end conditions that can be accommodated, 
and there’s no problem in meeting the end conditions for guided edge. 
 
1.4 Arrangement of the Thesis 
 
The present thesis is arranged into 7 chapters, as follows: 
 
Chapter 1 reviews previous research into the application of B-spline functions in 
numerical structural analysis and hence indicates the necessity of the present study.  
Chapter 2 proposes a new form of B-spline basis set and presents the desired 
numerical characteristics of the form of B-spline basis set.   
Chapter 3 details the formulation of the eigenvalue equation of vibration of 
orthotropic plates using bicubic B-spline method.   
Chapter 4 demonstrates extensively the numerical examples of the vibration analysis 
of orthotropic plates with arbitrary combination of the three classical edge conditions, 
i.e. simply supported, clamped, and free boundary conditions.   
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Chapter 5 gives the numerical results for free vibration analysis of rectangular plates 
with at least one guided edge.  
Chapter 6 applies bicubic B-spline method for transient response analysis in 
conjunction with Newmark Beta method, simple example is provided to demonstrate 
the effectiveness and accuracy of the bicubic B-spline method.  










The construction of boundary B-spline functions has been recognized as one of the 
most important considerations in the application of B-spline functions in structural 
numerical analysis.  At both ends of plate, there exist three truncated B-spline 
functions and those truncated B-spline functions are not orthogonal, i.e. a few 
coefficients can appear at the ends.  It is desired for numerical analysis that only one 
unknown coefficient appears for a certain boundary condition.  Thus the B-spline 
basis functions need to be reconstructed to satisfy different boundary conditions at the 
end.   
 
Several kinds of B-spline basis set have been proposed in literature (Qin 1985, Yuen 
et al 1999).  However, application inconvenience can be encountered for those plates 
and shells involving free or guided edges using those existing B-spline basis set.  To 
introduce greater generality of the application of B-spline functions in numerical 
analysis, a new form of B-spline basis set, which can be able to accommodate 
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arbitrary combination of simply supported, clamped, free and guided end boundary 
conditions, is proposed in the present thesis. 
 
2.2 Description of B-splines 
  
Before proceeding to the description of the new form of B-spline basis set, it will 
prove useful to review briefly the mathematical expression and the important 
numerical characteristics of cubic B-spline function.   
 
B-splines are functions designed to generalize polynomials for the purpose of 
approximating arbitrary functions.  One can view them as new elementary functions 
such as xsin .  One becomes familiar with them by understanding their qualitative 
behavior and how to use them, that is how to obtain values of the functions, their 
derivatives or integrals.  A complete description of B -splines and their properties can 
be found in Boor’s book (Boor 1978).  
 
Let us introduce a few definitions. 





+++= kk xaxaaxp m  
• A function which is continuous (on a given interval) together with its 
derivatives up to order n , that is )(xf , Df , ..., fDn  , is said to be of class 
nC .  Then 0C  means that only f  is continuous and 1−C  that f  is 
discontinuous. 
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Consider an interval ],[ baI =  divided into l  subintervals ],[ 1+= jjjI ξξ  by a 
sequence of 1+l  points { }jξ  in strict ascending order  
ba l =<<<= +121 ξξξ   
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Figure 2.1  Standard cubic B-spline function 
 
A standard dimensionless cubic B-spline )(3 xϕ , of order 4, over [-2,2] is shown in 
Figure 2.1, which we shall use in the following chapter.  The explicit representation of 
















































xϕ   (2.1)
where –2, -1, 0, 1, 2 are called spline nodes. 
 
It can be observed from Figure 2.1 and equation (2.1) that B-spline function is a 
function made up of different polynomial pieces on adjacent subintervals, of fixed 
order k  ( 4=k  for cubic B-spline), joined with a certain degree of continuity at the 
interior and end spline nodes.  Cubic B-spline is continuous together with its first 
derivative (class 1C ) and second derivative (class 2C ) at the breakpoints.   
 
Cubic B-spline function has advantageous properties in numerical analysis.  Firstly, 
cubic B-spline function has non-zero values only over four adjacent sections of the 
domain, which makes cubic B-spline approximation a local approximation scheme.  
At any spline node, only three terms of B-spline functions have non-zero 
contributions to the approximation function.  Secondly, only one degree of freedom 
(DOM) is needed to achieve C2–continuity between adjacent sections, whereas cubic 
Lagrange function and cubic Hermite function have only C0–continuity and C1–
continuity, respectively.  Thirdly, cubic B-spline function can be physically regarded 
as the deflection function of the beam fixed at both ends.  In this sense, cubic B-spline 
function can attain the best interpolation of any given function. 
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Consider a uniform beam of length l .  The beam is divided into N  equivalent spline 
sections by means of spline nodes, the total number of spline nodes is 3+N . The 
local dimensionless cubic B-spline function with the origin at the thi  spline node can 




where )(3 xϕ is the standard cubic B-spline function in equation (2.1), and N
lh = . 
The beam deflection )(xu can be taken as the summation of 3+N  terms and each 











xxu ϕ  (2.3)





















Figure 2.2. Beam function approximation by ordinary cubic B-spline functions 
ϕ3(x/h+1) 
-1 0 1 N 
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The local dimensionless cubic B-spline functions and beam displacement 
interpolation are shown in Figure 2.2.  It's observed from Figure 2.2 that, at any spline 
node, the displacement expression in equation (2.3) has three non-zero terms only, e.g. 
only ))1((3 −− ih
xϕ , )(3 ih
x
−ϕ , and ))1((3 +− ih
xϕ  have non-zero contributions to the 
displacement at the 
thi spline node.  For arbitrary point, other than the spline nodes, 
only four non-zero terms have contributions to the displacement interpolation.  Thus, 
cubic B-spline approximation is a local approximation scheme. 
 
For operation on the beam function in equation (2.3), the boundary condition at 0=x  
and lx = must be considered.  However, it's difficult to satisfy different boundary 
conditions using ordinary cubic B-spline approximation.  For example, at the end 
0=x , equation (2.3) gives 
)1()0()1()( 313031 −++= − ϕϕϕ CCCxu  (2.4) 
 
From equation (2.1), 0)1(,0)0(,0)1( 333 ≠−≠≠ ϕϕϕ .  Thus, at the end of the beam, 
there exist three truncated B-spline functions, as shown in Figure 2.2.  This is not 
convenient for an application in numerical analysis and it is desired that only one 
unknown coefficient appears at the boundary for a certain boundary condition.  The 
three local B-spline functions at the boundary, therefore, must be constructed to 




2.3 Review of Two Forms of B-spline Basis Sets 
 
2.3.1 The Form by Qin (1985) 
 
In his book, Qin (1985) proposed several kinds of B-spline basis set to satisfy 
different boundary conditions, one of which has been commonly used by other 
researchers, for example, Shen et al (1992), Wang and Hsu (1994), etc.  Adopting this 
kind of commonly used B-spline basis set, Shen et al investigated vibration analysis 
of isotropic plates (1992) using so-called multivariable spline element method.  
However, the results for plate with combinations of simply supported and clamped 
edges only are provided, and plates with one or more free edges are not taken up.   
 











































































where )(3 xϕ is standard cubic B-spline function, the mathematic expression of which 
can be found in equation (2.1). 
 
Using the kind of B-spline basis set, the displacement function of the beam in x -
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At the end 0=x , equation (2.6) gives 
)()()()( 110011 xCxCxCxu φφφ ++= −−  (2.7)
For the function value and the first and second derivative at the end 0=x , equation 
(2.5) yields 
1,,2,1,0,0)0(,6/1)0(1 +===− Nii mφφ  (2.8)
1,,2,1,0)0(,2)0(,2/1)0( 01 +==′=′−=′− Nii mφφφ  (2.9)
1,,2,0)0(,3)0(,6)0(,1)0( 101 +==′′=′′−=′′=′′− Nii mφφφφ  (2.10)
 
For free end at 0=x , the boundary condition are ,0)0( ≠u ,0)0( ≠′u  and 
0)0( =′′u .  If the kind of basis B-spline by Qin is adopted, from equation (2.9-2.11), 
since 0)0( ≠u , 1−C  must appear.  However, since ,0)0( ≠′u  and 0)0( =′′u , 0C  and 
1C  also should appear.  The case for the end at lx =  is similar.  Thus this kind of B-
spline basis set could not satisfy free boundary conditions and that also account for 
why the work by Shen et al (1992) could not cope with plates with one or more free 
edges. 
 
2.3.2 The Form by Yuen (1999) 
 
More recently, Yuen (1999) proposed a kind of B-spline basis set for transient 
analysis of thin-walled structures.  The kind of B-spline basis set proposed by Yuen 



























































































For the kind of B-spline basis set proposed by Yuen, equation (2.6) yields 
1,,2,1,1,0)0(,1)0(0 +−=== Nii mφφ  (2.12)
1,,2,1,0,0)0(,)0(1 +==′=′− Nih i mφφ  (2.13)
1,,2,0)0(,3)0(,3)0(,3)0( 101 +==′′=′′−=′′−=′′− Nii mφφφφ  (2.14)
 
Similar as the kind of B-spline basis set by Qin (1985), this kind of B-spline basis set 
could not accommodate free end boundary conditions.  From equation (2.12-2.14), for 
free boundary condition, ,0)0( ≠u ,0)0( ≠′u  and 0)0( =′′u .  Since 0)0( ≠u , 0C  
must appear; however, since ,0)0( ≠′u  and 0)0( =′′u , 1−C also should appear.  In 
addition, 0)0( =′′u  requires 1−C , 0C , and 1C  meet the following requirement, 
0101 =+−− − CCC , which can render application inconveniency.  
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2.4 Why the New Form? 
 
To introduce greater generality of the application of B-spline functions in numerical 
analysis, a new form of B-spline basis set, which is able to conveniently 
accommodate arbitrary combination of simply supported, clamped, and free end 
boundary conditions, should be proposed.   
 
As has stated in earlier section, there exist three truncated boundary B-splines at the 



































































Equation (2.16) can be briefly denoted by { } { }ϕφ ][C= .  Thus, 
)1,,1,,1,0,1)(( +−−= NNNixi mφ  is linearly independent if and only if the matrix 
][C  is nonsingular, that is, the rank of matrix ][C  is 3. 
 
In computational mechanics, the value of beam function )(xu  or its derivative is often 
prescribed at the bounds.  As cubic B-spline is differentiable continuously to 2nd 
order, to make only one unknown coefficient exist for certain boundary condition, the 









































































































Thus the task to find the new form of B-spline basis set mathematically transforms 






































































































































For numerical analysis it is desired that only one unknown coefficient appears for a 
certain boundary condition.  The new form of B-spline basis set has much 
advantageous numerical characteristics than the two kinds of B-spline basis set 
reviewed in the previous section.  For example, at the end x=0, equation (2.21) gives 
1,,2,1,0,0)0(,1)0(1 +===− Nii mφφ  (2.22)
1,,2,1,1,0)0(,1)0(0 +−==′=′ Nii mφφ  (2.23)
1,,2,0,1,0)0(,1)0(1 +−==′′=′′ Nii mφφ  (2.24)
As we shall see in the following section, this desirable characteristic of the present 
form of cubic B-spline basis set can satisfy any given boundary condition. 
 
2.5  Beam Function Approximation  
 
2.5.1  Beams Under the Three Classical B.C.s 
 











For beam functions under any given boundary condition, e.g. simply supported (S), 
clamped (C) or free (F) edge, at the both ends, only one unknown appears in the 
expression of the displacement.  Thus any beam functions can be accurately 
approximated using the new form of B-spline basis set. 
 
Before we detail the approximation procedure using the new form of B-spline basis 
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set, it’s suitable to describe the three classical boundary conditions of beam.  For 
simply supported edge (S), the boundary conditions are ,0)0( =u ,0)0( ≠′u  
and 0)0( =′′u .  For clamped edge (C), the boundary conditions are 
,0)0( =u ,0)0( =′u  and 0)0( ≠′′u .  And for free end at 0=x , the boundary 
condition is ,0)0( ≠u ,0)0( ≠′u  and 0)0( =′′u .   
 
Beam function under any given combination of the three classical boundary 
conditions can be accurately approximated by use of the new form of B-spline basis 










































































































2.5.2  Beams with at Least One Guided Edge 
 
The three classical edge conditions are simply three of the four possible combinations 
of essential and natural conditions.  The fourth mathematically possible boundary 
condition has zero rotation (essential condition) and zero effective shear force (natural 
condition), which has been referred to in the literature as the guided (Bert and Malik 
1994) or sliding (Ugural 1999) edge.  The boundary condition of guided edge is 
,0)0( ≠u ,0)0( =′u  and 0)0( ≠′′u .  The presence of one or more guided edge 
introduces a rather complex mathematical situation, since exact satisfaction of the 
natural boundary condition is out of question. 
 
When at least one guided edge is involved, the beam function can be expressed using 









































































In general, using this new form of B-spline basis set, beam function under any given 
combination of the three classical boundary conditions and guided edge can be 
accurately approximated.  It is of very important interest for vibration analysis of 
plates and shells.  Since it’s well known that the vibration mode of the plate must be 
assumed when utilizing energy approaches for vibration analysis of plate, and the 
accuracy of frequencies depends to a large extent upon the set of functions that is used 
to represent the vibration mode.  The set of functions at least has to satisfy the 
geometry boundary conditions of the plate.  Better convergence is achieved if they 
can satisfy the natural boundary conditions.  It can be observed that the new form of 
B-spline basis set can satisfy essential boundary conditions, in addition, part of natural 










The vibration analysis of rectangular plates, although now more than two hundred 
years old in the research account, continues to be of considerable academic and 
practical interest.  The reason for this is that a rectangular plate is a basic structural 
element and practical applications may involve enormous parametric variations in 
respect of, for example, loading, materials, aspect ratio and edge conditions.  A 
reasonable number of works on vibration analysis for rectangular plates have been 
published in the last two decades and some reviews can be found in Leissa (1987), 
Gorman (1999) and Hurlebaus et al (2001). 
 
These investigations, for the most part, have been concerned with plates having 
certain combinations of edge conditions, thus different formulation procedures must 
be carried out for plates with different combinations of edge conditions, even utilizing 
the same method.  Especially, in the energy approaches, using the beam functions or 
other kinds of polynomials, many different products of regular and hyper 
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trigonometric functions exist for arbitrary conditions and it is difficult to make a 
unified subroutine to calculate all of the various kinds of integrals.   
 
In this chapter, a novel algorithmic approach for the vibration analysis of orthotropic 
rectangular plates under any combination of the four possible edge conditions is 
developed.  Firstly, a new form of cubic B-spline basis set is constructed.  This form 
of cubic B-spline basis set can accurately approximate beam functions under any 
combination of simply supported, clamped, free and guided edge conditions with easy 
numerical manipulation.  The plate deflection is chosen as field function and 
expressed as the product of the new form of cubic B-spline basis set in both x and y-
directions.  The frequency equation is formulated based on classical thin plate theory 
by performing Hamilton's principle.  The formulation is for orthotropic plates, while 
isotropic plates can be treated as particular cases of orthotropic plates.  
 
3.2 Review of Vibration of Rectangular Plates 
 
There exist many kinds of rectangular configurations based on possible combinations 
of simply supported, clamped, and free edge conditions.  Exact solutions for 
rectangular plate vibration problem are known only for certain cases in which at least 
a pair of opposite sides is simply supported.  Employing the beam mode functions to 
represent the mode shapes of the vibrating plates the approximate methods such as 
Ritz method or Rayleigh-Ritz are used most extensively for plates with other types of 
edge conditions.  It is characteristic of those approximate methods that one must 
choose a set of functions to represent the shape of the deformed plate and the 
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accuracy of frequencies depends to a large extent upon the set of functions that is used 
to represent the vibration mode.   
 
Some investigators applied Ritz method or Rayleigh-Ritz method and represented the 
plate mode shapes by the products of characteristic beam functions, for example, 
Young (1950), Warburton (1954), Hearmon (1959), Leissa (1973), Rajalingham 
(1996).  The beam functions do satisfy prescribed geometrical boundary conditions of 
zero deflection and zero slope where required, therefore, clamped and simply 
supported plate boundary conditions are exactly satisfied by use of beam functions.  
However, the accuracy of frequencies can be significantly diminished should one or 
more free edges be involved (Leissa 1973).   
 
Other researchers have used the products of a series of polynomials to approximate 
the plate deflection, for example, sine series (Dickinson 1969), double trigonometric 
series (Sakata and Hosokawa 1988), discrete Green functions (Morita et al 1995), etc. 
However, accurate results can be obtained only for plates with specific boundary 
conditions, especially clamped or supported edges, due to the difficulty encountered 
when dealing with free edges using these polynomials.  
 
In the energy approaches, using the beam functions or other kinds of polynomials, 
many different products of regular and hyper trigonometric functions exist for 
arbitrary conditions and it is difficult to make a unified subroutine to calculate all of 
the various kinds of integrals.  As a result, these investigations, for the most part, have 
been concerned with plates having certain combinations of edge conditions, thus 
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different formulation procedures must be carried out for plates with different 
combinations of edge conditions, even utilizing the same method.   
 
Simple and unified method, which can deal with plates under general edge conditions, 
has been of academic and practical interest for many decades.  For isotropic plates, 
Leissa (1973) presented comprehensive and accurate results for the free vibration of 
isotropic plates with all possible 21 combinations of edge conditions.  In which exact 
characteristic equations were given for the six cases having two opposite sides simply 
supported, and the Ritz method is employed with 36 terms containing the products of 
beam functions to analyze the remaining 15 cases.  It remains a fact, nevertheless, that 
little attempts have been made on the natural frequencies of orthotropic pates under 
general edge conditions, except the excellent work by Narita (2000).  In his work, a 
kind of polynomial was proposed to accommodate the three classical edge conditions, 
i.e. simply supported, clamped and free edge conditions, and a modified Ritz method 
was used to calculate frequency parameters of orthotropic plates under all 36 
combinations of edge conditions.  However, as pointed out by Bert (2001), this kind 
of polynomial can deal with the three classical edge conditions only and the fourth 
kind of edge condition, guided edge, can’t be taken up.  
 
The fourth mathematically possible boundary condition given by zero rotation 
(essential conditions) and zero effective shear force (natural conditions) makes what 
has been referred to in the literature as the guided (Bert and Malik 1994) or sliding 
(Ugural 1999) edge.  The number of all possible combinations gives rise to 34 
additional ones when at least one guided edge is involved.  Of all these 34 cases, 
analytical solution is possible for 21 cases only.  The analytical solutions of the 
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frequency parameters for the 21 cases were presented by Bert and Malik (1994).   The 
solutions of the remaining 13 cases are possible by approximate or numerical methods 
only, however, no investigation has been reported.  In the present thesis, a simple and 
unified method using bicubic B-spline functions is proposed to deal with vibration 
problem of plates under any possible combinations of all the possible four kinds of 
edge conditions.   
 
The application of cubic B-spline functions has emerged as a new direction of 
research in numerical structural analysis.  No attempt will be made to give a complete 
listing of such references; however, the paper by Fan and Luah (1992) provides a 
fairly extensive bibliography on the subject.  More recently, Li and Si (2003) carried 
out spline semidiscretization analysis of plates and shells by using cubic B-spline 
function in one direction and sine and cosine function in another as displacement 
interpolation functions.  The advantages of cubic B-spline interpolation such as higher 
accuracy and efficiency in the solution have been demonstrated.  Considering the 
excellent interpolation ability of cubic B-spline function it's encouraging to use cubic 
B-spline functions in two directions rather than one.  
 
The mathematical concept of bicubic spline interpolation was initialed by de Boor 
(1962).  The first application of bicubic B-splines in engineering analysis was 
reported by Antes (1974) for bending analysis of plates.  Shen and He et al (1992) 
presented so-called multivariable spline element method for vibration analysis of 
isotropic rectangular plates.  In their work, the bending moments, the twisting 
moments and the transverse displacement were chosen as field functions and 
approximated by cubic B-spline functions in two directions.  However, in classical 
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thin plate theory, it's well known that the bending moments and twisting moments are 
dependent on plate deflection.  Furthermore, their work was limited to isotropic plates 
with clamped or simply supported edges only, and free edge condition is difficult to 
account for due to the restrictions of the basis cubic B-spline functions adopted (Duan 
and Lee 2000). 
 
In the present thesis, a new form of cubic B-spline basis set, which can effectively 
satisfy simply supported, clamped, free and guided edge conditions, is first 
constructed to accurately approximate any beam functions.  The plate deflection is 
chosen as field function and expressed as the product of cubic B-spline basis set in 
both x and y-directions.  The frequency equation is formulated based on classical thin 
plate theory by performing Hamilton's principle.  The formulation is for orthotropic 
plates and isotropic plates can be treated as particular cases of orthotropic plates.  
 
3.3 Bicubic B-spline Approximation 
 
Consider an orthotropic rectangular plate of length a, breadth b, uniform thickness d, 
and area mass density ρ .  The undeformed middle plane of the plate is defined as 
oxy , with the −x  and −y axes parallel to the edges of the plate; the −z axis will be 
taken as positive upward.  The plate is made of a material possessing three mutually 
perpendicular axes of elastic symmetry, −x  and −y axes lie in the plane parallel to 
the respective sides, and −z axis is normal to the other two and is therefore 
perpendicular to the plane.   
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To express the displacement by cubic B-spline functions in x- and y-directions, the 
plate is divided into N and M equivalent sections along x- and y-directions, 
respectively, as shown in Figure 3.1.  Thus 
Nahihxxaxxxx xxiNi /,,0 010 =+==<<<<<= mm  (3.1)
Mbhihyybyyyy yyiMi /,,0 010 =+==<<<<<= mm  (3.2)
where N and M are integers and 4, ≥MN .  The displacement along x-direction can 
be taken as the summation of N+3 terms and each term can be represented in the local 
coordinate system by cubic B-spline basis set, as shown in Figure 3.1.  The case for 






















































Based on the technique of separation of variables, the transverse displacement of the 

















where jia ,  is undetermined coefficient at the spline node ),( ji ; )(xiφ and )(yjψ  are 
thi and thj  local spline functions along −x  and −y directions, respectively, as 
expressed in equation (2.21).   
 
Equation (3.3) can be written into the following matrix Kronecker product 
{ }δφψ )]([)]([),( xyyxw ⊗=  (3.4)
where )]([ xφ  and )]([ yψ  are cubic B-spline basis set vectors in x- and y-directions, 
respectively, as expressed in equation (2.21); { }δ  is the undetermined spline nodal 
coefficient vector 
{ } { } { } { } { } { }{ }TMTMTTTT aaaaa 1101 +−= δ  (3.5)
{ } { } 1,,,1,0,1,,1,,1,0,1 +−== +− MMjaaaaaa TjNjNjjjj   (3.6)
and the symbol ‘⊗’ means the Kronecker product of two matrices, a brief description 
of matrix Kronecker product is given in Appendix A.  For a detailed treatment the 
reader is directed to Alexander (1981). 
 
Equation (3.4) can be further written as 
{ }δ][),( Nyxw =  (3.7)
The strain-displacement equation is given by 
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The moment-strain equation is 




















where yx MM , are bending moments and xyM is the twisting moment; ][D  is the 


























;)1(12;)1(12 33 yxxyyyyxxyxx dEDdED µµµµ −=−=  
12, 31 dGDDD xyxyxyx == µ  
(3.13)
in which xE  and yE  are Young's moduli; xD  and yD  are flexural rigidity constants; 
xyµ  and yxµ  are Poisson's ratios of orthotropic material in x- and y-directions, 
respectively; and xyG  is shear modulus 
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3.4 Frequency Equation Formulation 
 
If the plate is subjected to distributed dynamic load [ ]Ttztytxt qqqq ,,,= , the 
transverse displacement w  is assumed small and is function of the coordinates x  and 
y , and of time t , i.e. ),,( tyxwwt = .  The total dynamic potential Π of the 








where U , V , and T are strain energy, the virtual work due to external force, and 
kinetic energy, respectively, and 
{ } { }dxdyDU a b tTt∫ ∫= 0 0 ][2























1 ρ  (3.17)
Substituting equation (3.15-17) into equation (3.14) yields 





























For free transverse vibration, the plate is vibrating in a normal mode, thus assume 
harmonic motion and let 0=tq  and ωπ /212 =− tt , then equation (3.18) turns into 
{ } { } dxdywDa b T∫ ∫ −=Π 0 0 22 )][2 ρωχχω
π  (3.19)
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where ω  is the natural frequency of the mode.  Upon substitution of equations (3.7) 
and (3.8) into equation (3.19), the following expression is obtained 




2 MKT −=Π  (3.20)
where ][K  and ][M  are the stiffness and the mass matrix of the plate considered, 
respectively, as following 
dxdyHDHK
a b T
∫ ∫= 0 0 ]][[][][  (3.21)
dxdyNNM
a b T
∫ ∫= 0 0 ][][][ ρ  (3.22)
 
By Hamilton's principle, the total dynamic potential in equation (3.20) can be 
minimized with respect to the undetermined coefficient vector { }δ .  The minimization 
procedure results in the generalized eigenvalue equation as follows 
{ } 0])[]([ 2 =− δω MK  (3.23)
With the definition of the following spline matrices, 
dxxxA
Ta
x ]([)]([][ 0 φφ ′′′′= ∫  (3.24)
dxxxB
Ta
x ]([)]([][ 0 φφ ′′= ∫  (3.25)
dxxxC
Ta
x ]([)]([][ 0 φφ ′′= ∫  (3.26)
dxxxF
Ta
x ]([)]([][ 0 φφ∫=  
(3.27)
 





yxyx CCDFADBBDBBDAFDK ⊗+⊗+⊗+⊗+⊗=  (3.28)
][][][ xy FFM ⊗= ρ  (3.29)
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where ][],[],[ yyy CBA , and ][ yF are spline matrices similar as ][],[],[ xxx CBA , and 
][ xF .  
 
The dimension of the spline matrices ][],[],[ xxx CBA , and ][ xF  is )3()3( +×+ NN  
and the dimension of the spline matrices ][],[],[ yyy CBA , and ][ yF  is 
)3()3( +×+ MM .  The elements of the spline matrices ][],[],[ xxx CBA , and ][ xF  are 
given in Appendix B for the sake of easy reference.  Evidently, all the spline matrices 
are symmetric and have band structure, which means except the first and last three 
rows and columns caused by the boundary conditions, only four diagonals have non-
zero elements, and, the elements in these diagonals are equal.  The band structures of 
the spline matrices are originated from the mathematical properties of cubic B-spline 
function that it has non-zero values only in four adjacent sections. 
 
The foregoing formulation for plates of rectangular orthotropic material can also 
apply to the special cases of the isotropic material.  Particularization to the isotropic 
cases may be implemented by replacing the orthotropic constants by their 
corresponding isotropic parameters as below 
)1(2/,,,, µµµµ +=→→→ EGGEEE xyyxxyyx  (3.30)
2/)1(,),1(12/, 1
23 µµµ +→→−=→ DDDDEdDDD xyyx  (3.31)
 
3.5  Imposition of Boundary Conditions  
 
Boundary conditions have not been involved in the foregoing formulation.  In fact, 
boundary conditions can be incorporated directly by eliminating rows and columns of 
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the spline matrices associated with zero spline nodal coefficients at the boundaries of 
the plate.  For the purpose of description, a notation will be adopted as follows.  
Consider the rectangular plate shown in Figure 3.1, the symbolism FSFC, for example, 
will identify a rectangular plate with edges byaxyx ==== ,,0,0  having free (F), 
simply supported (S), free (F), and clamped (C) edge conditions, respectively. 
 
Before integration, the structures of the spline matrices ][],[],[ xxx CBA , and ][ xF  in 
equation (3.24-7) are in similar form.  Take spline matrix  ][ xF  as an example, the 
elements of the spline matrix before integration are as following, in which 
101 ,,,, +− NN φφφφ m  are B-spline basis functions, respectively, as expressed in equation 
(2.21). 
 
  1−φ  0φ  1φ  … 1−Nφ  Nφ  1+Nφ    
1−φ   11 −− φφ  01φφ−  11φφ−  … 11 −− Nφφ  Nφφ 1−  11 +− Nφφ    
0φ   10 −φφ  00φφ  10φφ  … 10 −Nφφ  Nφφ0  10 +Nφφ    
1φ   11 −φφ  01φφ  11φφ  … 11 −Nφφ  Nφφ1  11 +Nφφ    
o   o  o  o   o  o  o    
1−Nφ   11 −− φφN  01φφ −N  11φφ −N … 11 −− NN φφ NN φφ 1−  11 +− NN φφ    
Nφ   1−φφN  0φφN  1φφN  … 1−NNφφ  NNφφ  1+NNφφ    
1+Nφ   11 −+ φφN  01φφ +N  11φφ +N … 11 −+ NN φφ NN φφ 1+  11 ++ NN φφ    
 
For a FSFC rectangular plate, the beam function is F-F beam function in −x direction 
and S-C beam function in −y direction, respectively, as following,  
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It is observed that, to impose boundary conditions in −x direction (F-F beam 
function), the third and (N+1)th columns and rows of the spline matrices 
][],[],[ xxx CBA , and ][ xF  should be deleted.  Take spline matrix ][ xF  as an example, 
 
  1−φ  0φ  1φ  … 1−Nφ  Nφ  1+Nφ    
1−φ   11 −− φφ  01φφ−  11φφ−  … 11 −− Nφφ  Nφφ 1−  11 +− Nφφ    
0φ   10 −φφ  00φφ  10φφ  … 10 −Nφφ  Nφφ0  10 +Nφφ    
1φ   11 −φφ  01φφ  11φφ  … 11 −Nφφ  Nφφ1  11 +Nφφ    
o   o  o  o   o  o  o    
1−Nφ   11 −− φφN  01φφ −N  11φφ −N … 11 −− NN φφ NN φφ 1−  11 +− NN φφ    
Nφ   1−φφN  0φφN  1φφN  … 1−NNφφ  NNφφ  1+NNφφ    
1+Nφ   11 −+ φφN  01φφ +N  11φφ +N … 11 −+ NN φφ NN φφ 1+  11 ++ NN φφ    
 
To impose boundary conditions in −x direction (S-C beam function), the first, third,  
(N+2)th and (N+3)th columns and rows of the spline matrices ][],[],[ yyy CBA , and 





  1−φ  0φ  1φ  … 1−Nφ  Nφ  1+Nφ    
1−φ   11 −− φφ  01φφ−  11φφ−  … 11 −− Nφφ  Nφφ 1−  11 +− Nφφ    
0φ   10 −φφ  00φφ  10φφ  … 10 −Nφφ  Nφφ0  10 +Nφφ    
1φ   11 −φφ  01φφ  11φφ  … 11 −Nφφ  Nφφ1  11 +Nφφ    
o   o  o  o   o  o  o    
1−Nφ   11 −− φφN  01φφ −N  11φφ −N … 11 −− NN φφ NN φφ 1−  11 +− NN φφ    
Nφ   1−φφN  0φφN  1φφN  … 1−NNφφ  NNφφ  1+NNφφ    
1+Nφ   11 −+ φφN  01φφ +N  11φφ +N … 11 −+ NN φφ NN φφ 1+  11 ++ NN φφ    
 
For plates with other combinations of different boundary conditions, the boundary 
condition can be imposed similarly.  It should be noted that the above procedure of 
imposing boundary conditions is very easy to be fulfilled in a computer program.  
Upon introducing of boundary conditions of the plate considered, the free vibration 
problem of the orthotropic plate is reduced to generalized eigenvalue problem in 







CHAPTER 4   
 





In the previous chapter, the bicubic B-spline method is developed to evaluate the 
natural frequencies of orthotropic plates.  In this chapter, a general unified Fortran 
computer program capable of analyzing vibration problems of rectangular plates 
under any combination of the four kinds of edge conditions is developed.  Firstly, 
convergence study is carried out.  Rapid and stable convergence has been 
demonstrated.  The numerical results are tabulated and compared to analytical results 
and those by other numerical methods, whenever possible.   
 
The validity of the present approach is well established by demonstrating the excellent 
agreement between the present results and those of exact solutions and other 
numerical methods.  To show the versatility of the present approach, natural 
frequencies of rectangular plates with any combinations of boundary conditions (36 
cases in total, see Narita (2000)) are evaluated.  It’s believed that the detailed 
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information on orthotropic plates under any combinations of three classical edge 
conditions in this thesis fills some of the gap in the literature on rectangular plates. 
 
4.2 Program Design 
 
The flow chart of the unified program for vibration of rectangular plates under any 
combination of the four kinds of edge conditions is shown in Figure 4.1.   The input 
information and an example are given below. 
 
The parameters related with plate are length a, breadth b, uniform thickness d, area 
mass density ρ , and Young's moduli in x- and y-directions xE  and yE .  The 
parameters that control the accuracy of the method are the number of segments in −x  
and −y  directions, i.e. N and M.  For example, if the plate is divided into 108×  
segments, then N=8 and M=10.  The more segments divided the more accurate the 
results are. 
 
The most important and interesting input information is boundary index.  As stated in 
Chapter 3, the boundary conditions can be imposed by eliminating rows and columns 
of the spline matrices associated with zero spline nodal coefficients at the boundaries 
of the plate.  To make the procedure easier for manipulation, boundary indices bcx 
and bcy are introduced, in which bcx control the boundary in −x direction and bcy 
control the boundary in −y  direction.  The different values of boundary indices bcx 




Table 4.1 Boundary indices and corresponding boundary conditions 
 
bcx=11, S-S bcx=21, C-S bcx=31, F-S 
bcx=12, S-C bcx=22, C-C bcx=32, F-C 
bcx=13, S-F bcx=23, C-F bcx=33, F-F 
 
Take a SCFS rectangular plate as an example.  The beam function in −x  and −y  
directions are, respectively, S-F and C-S.  Then the boundary indices bcx and bcy are, 
respectively, bcx=13 and bcy=21.  Thus, the corresponding columns and rows of the 
spline matrices ][],[],[ xxx CBA , ][ xF , ][],[],[ yyy CBA  and ][ yF  would be 
eliminated.  It should be noted that this procedure of imposing boundary conditions is 



















































segments in x 
and y directions, 
i.e. N and M  
Boundary index 
bcx and bcy 
Plate parameters 
e.g. a, b, d, ρ , 
Ex, Ey 
Spline matrices 
][],[],[ xxx CBA , ][ xF  
and ][],[],[ yyy CBA , ][ yF  
Mass matrix [M], 
and stiffness matrix 
[K] 
Solve eigenfrequency 
and eigen vector 
End 
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4.3 Convergence Study 
 
Before making detailed comparisons it is considered imperative to decide the suitable 
number of spline sections divided and investigate the accuracy of the results.  For the 
purpose of description, a notation will be adopted as follows.  Consider the 
rectangular plate shown in Figure 3.1, the symbolism FSFC, for example, will identify 
a rectangular plate with edges x=0, y=0, x=a, y=b having free, simply supported, free, 
and clamped edge conditions, respectively.  
 
The isotropic plate with four edges simply supported (S-S-S-S) is used for 
convergence studies.  The material property of the plate is 2/205 mmkNE = , 3.0=υ , 
mmt 0.1= , and 33 /109.7 mmg−×=ρ .  Then the boundary indices are, bcx=11, and 
bcy=11.  The dimensionless natural frequencies, Da ρω 2=Ω , may be obtained 
analytically and are given in Leissa (1973, Table A1, Appendix).  These results are 
used to check the accuracy of the results from the present method.  
 
The rate of convergence of the frequencies corresponding to the first six modes is 
presented in Table 4.2.  The number of spline sections in both −x  and −y directions 
is varied from 66×  to 2020× .  The computed results are given to six decimal places. 
It can be observed from Table 4.2 that the rate of convergence for the fundamental 
frequency is very fast.  In fact, stable convergence of fundamental frequency has been 
obtained when 66×  spline sections is used.  When 1414×  spline sections are used, 
stable convergence for all the first six frequencies can be observed and the results, 
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when rounded off to three decimal digits, become almost identical to those of 
analytical ones.   
 
Table 4.2  Convergence of frequency coefficient Da ρω 2=Ω  
for S-S-S-S isotropic square plate (* double eigenfrequencies) 
 
  Frequency coefficient   No. of 
sections 1st mode 2nd mode 3rd mode 4th mode 5th mode 6th mode 
6×6 19.739758 49.380641* 78.999431 99.206756* 128.734234* 171.401824*
 (0.003%) (0.066%) (0.054%) (0.518%) (0.335%) (2.157%) 
8×8 19.739378 49.357542* 78.968991 98.835916* 128.419435* 168.761153*
 (0.0009%) (0.019%) (0.015%) (0.142%) (0.089%) (0.583%) 
10×10 19.739277 49.351760* 78.961562 98.748637* 128.347490* 168.134465*
 (0.0004%) (0.0076%) (0.006%) (0.053%) (0.033%) (0.209%) 
12×12 19.739242 49.349781* 78.959048 98.720140* 128.324292* 167.938938*
 (0.0002%) (0.0036%) (0.003%) (0.024%) (0.015%) (0.093%) 
14×14 19.739226 49.348957* 78.958008 98.708633* 128.314982* 167.862795*
 (0.0001%) (0.002%) (0.002%) (0.013%) (0.008%) (0.048%) 
16×16 19.739219 49.348564* 78.957515 98.703263* 128.310654* 167.828172*
 (0.0%) (0.0011%) (0.0009%) (0.007%) (0.004%) (0.027%) 
20×20 19.739213 49.348241* 78.957109 98.698923* 128.307165* 167.800839*
 (0.0%) (0.0005%) (0.0004%) (0.003%) (0.0017%) (0.011%) 
Leissa 
(1973) 19.7392 49.348* 78.9568 98.696* 128.305* 167.783* 
 
 
When using Ritz method, the convergence rate becomes rather slowly in the case of 
anisotropic plates (Bert 2001).  The convergence study of the present bicubic B-spline 
method is shown in Table 4.3 for clamped orthotropic plate.  The material constants in 
this example are taken from Narita (2000) for graphite/expoxy composite as 
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138=xE GPa, 96.8=yE GPa, 1.7=xyG  GPa, and 30.0=xyυ .  It can be observed 
from Table 4.3 that the present method also has stable convergence for orthotropic 
plates.  No further accuracy gains obtained when the number of spine sections 
increases.  
 
Table 4.3 Convergence of frequency coefficient yDa ρω 2=Ω  
for clamped orthotropic square plate 
 
  Frequency coefficients   No. of 
sections 1st mode 2nd mode 3rd mode 4th mode 5th mode 6th mode 
6×6 93.8852 116.9866 165.2284 243.2005 248.4970 266.1980 
8×8 93.8639 116.9026 164.2904 237.5782 248.0113 265.6874 
10×10 93.8580 116.8803 164.0864 236.2326 247.8944 265.5581 
12×12 93.8558 116.8722 164.0213 235.8374 247.8549 265.5129 
14×14 93.8549 116.8687 163.9950 235.6882 247.8386 265.4937 
16×16 93.8544 116.8670 163.9827 235.6214 247.8308 265.4844 
18×18 93.8542 116.8660 163.9763 235.5877 247.8267 265.4794 
20×20 93.8540 116.8655 163.9727 235.5691 247.8244 265.4766 
22×22 93.8539 116.8652 163.9706 235.5582 247.8230 265.4749 
24×24 93.8539 116.8650 163.9692 235.5514 247.8221 265.4738 
 
From the convergence study, to find a balance between numerical accuracy and 
computational economy, it has been decided that in further study 1414×  spline 





4.4 Validation of Bicubic B-spline Method 
 
4.4.1 C-C-S-S Isotropic Plate 
 
The first eight modes of frequency coefficients for isotropic clamped-clamped-
simple-simple (C-C-S-S) plate are presented in Table 4.4 and compared with 
analytical solutions from Leissa (1973).  The plate is included to show the versatility 
of the present approach since most of previous studies on vibration analysis have 
focused on plates with two opposite sides simply supported.  As has stated in the 
convergence study, the plate is divided into 1414×  spline sections to evaluate the 
natural frequencies.  The agreement of the comparison is impressive. 
 
Table 4.4  Frequency coefficients Da ρω 2=Ω  for C-C-S-S 
rectangular plate with different aspect ratios 
 













1 16.8478 16.849 27.0545 27.056 105.2993 105.31 
2 21.3577 21.363 60.5431 60.544 133.4911 133.52 
3 29.2286 29.236 60.7908 60.791 182.6952 182.73 
4 40.5085 40.509 92.8453 92.865 253.2685 253.18 
5 51.4535 51.457 114.5985 114.57 321.6004 321.60 
6 55.1582 55.117 114.7459 114.72 345.1418 344.48 
 
 
4.4.2 Completely Free Plate 
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In the case of transverse vibrations of thin rectangular plates, completely free 
rectangular plate makes a rather complex mathematical situation, since exact 
satisfaction of the natural boundary conditions is, in general, out of question (Leissa 
1973).  From a practical viewpoint this case is solved in a rather simple manner by 
use of the Rayleigh-Ritz method, whereby only the essential boundary conditions are 
complied with.  Very little progress has been reported in the analysis of the vibration 
of completely free plates.  Most recently, Hurlebaus and Gaul (2001) proposed an 
exact series method for vibration of completely free orthotropic plate.  
 
Table 4.5. Comparison of Natural Frequencies (Hz) of Completely Free  
Orthotropic Plate 
 
 Natural Frequencies (Hz) 
Method  11 02 12 03 20 13 21   22 
Present  51.75 60.07 121.4 165.6 212.6 228.4 236.6 304.9
Superpositiona  51.76 60.17 121.4 165.9 212.6 228.6 236.6 304.9
Exact Seriesb 51.74 60.17 121.4 165.9 212.6 228.5 236.5 304.8
aTaken from Hurlebaus et al (2001), who has taken from Gorman (1993) 
bHurlebaus et al (2001) 
 
Numerical results for the first eight frequency parameters for the completely free 
orthotropic plate obtained via the superposition method and exact series method are 
presented in Table 4.5, together with those computed via the present bicubic B-spline 
method.  The dimensions and material properties of the plate can be referred in 
Hurlebaus and Gaul (2001).  For the completely free plate, in mathematics sense the 
first three modes have zero frequencies and correspond to rigid body translation in the 
transverse direction and rigid rotations about the symmetry axes (Hurlebaus and Gaul 
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2001).  It has been verified by the computation results from the present method since 
the first three computed values are very close to zero.  Excellent agreement has been 
observed from Table 4.5. 
 
4.4.3 Fundamental Frequencies of Six Cases of Orthotropic Plates 
 
The fundamental frequencies of six cases of orthotropic plates were studied.  The six 
cases are plate simply supported on all four boundaries (S-S-S-S), plate simply 
supported on three edges and free on fourth (S-F-S-S), plate simply supported on 
three edges and clamped on fourth (S-C-S-S), plate simply supported on two opposite 
edges and clamped on other two (S-C-S-C), plate simply supported on two opposite 
edges and free on other two (S-F-S-F), plate simply supported on two opposite edges 
and clamped on third edge and free on fourth (S-F-S-C).  The characteristic and mode 
shape equations for the above six cases were derived by Huffington and Hoppmann 
(1958).  Some numerical results were also given by Huffington and Hoppmann (1959) 
in reply to the discussion on their paper (Huffington and Hoppmann 1958).   
 
The computations for the dimensionless fundamental natural frequencies, 
yDap ρ211 , were based on the following material properties of five-ply maple 
plywood: psiEx
61087.1 ×= , psiEy
61060.0 ×= , psiGxy
610159.0 ×= , and 
12.0=xyυ .  The results in Huffington and Hoppmann (1959) are actually for plates of 
aspect 5.0/ == abr .  These results, being exact, were used for further validation of 
the numerical accuracy of the present approach.  The results from the present method 
are compared with those of Huffington and Hoppmann (1959) in Table 4.6.  It may 
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well be observed from Table 4.6 that the results from the present method are in 
excellent agreement with the exact results.  
 
Table 4.6  Fundamental frequency coefficient yDhap ρ211  
for rectangular plywood plates with different boundary conditions 
 
Boundary 
Conditions S-F-S-F S-F-S-S S-F-S-C S-S-S-S S-C-S-S S-C-S-C
Present method 17.4199 20.6867 26.0891 48.6767 68.5358 94.5714 
Huffington and 
Hoppmann (1959) 17.39 20.65 26.06 48.65 68.52 94.56 
 
Table 4.7  Comparison of exact and approximate frequencies  
of S-F-S-C plywood plate 
 
m n Present method Warburton-Hearmon  method* Exact* 
1 1 26.089 0.111% 26.22 0.614% 26.06 
1 2 97.700 0.020% 97.70 0.020% 97.68 
1 3 254.751 0.028% 254.65 -0.112% 254.68 
1 4 491.367 0.079% 491.00 0.004% 490.98 
3 1 161.999 0.173% 162.67 0.587% 161.72 
3 2 212.299 0.122% 213.67 0.769% 212.04 
5 1 440.544 0.183% 441.14 0.318% 439.74 
*Huffington and Hoppmann (1959) 
 
In Huffington and Hoppmann (1959), the exact and the Warburton-Hearmon 
approximate solutions of the first seven natural frequencies of S-F-S-C plywood plate 
were also given.  The frequency parameters obtained for the first seven modes of 
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vibration of the plate are presented in Table 4.7 together with those Warburton-
Hearmon approximate results and compared with the exact results (Huffington and 
Hoppmann 1959).  The percent errors between the results from the present method 
and the exact results, and those between the Warburton-Hearmon approximate results 
and exact results are also presented.  It can be observed that, except the value for 
4,1 == nm , the percent errors between the results from the present method and the 
exact results are smaller than those between the Warburton-Hearmon approximate 
results and exact results. 
 
4.4.4 Five Cases of Orthotropic Plates with Different Boundary Conditions 
 
The natural frequencies of E-glass/epoxy plates with different combinations of 
boundary conditions, and different aspect ratios had been investigated by Bert and 
Malik (1996), where the uniform plate was treated as particular tapered plate with 
zero taper.  The material properties of the E-glass/epoxy plate is as following: 
7.60=xE  GPa, 8.24=yE  GPa, 0.12=xyG  GPa, and 23.0=xyυ .  In Tables 4.8-12, 
the first six computed dimensionless natural frequencies for C-S-C-S, C-S-S-S, S-S-F-
S, C-S-F-S and F-S-F-S plates are presented and compared with those of the semi-
analytical solutions by Bert and Malik (1996), respectively.  All the comparisons 
clearly indicate the accuracy of the present method.  
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Table 4.8 Dimensionless natural frequencies for the E-glass/epoxy rectangular 
C-S-C-S plate with different aspect ratios 
 







1 15.396753 15.481977 20.360721 20.425498 47.002538 47.031100
2 20.360972 20.425498 45.461596 45.676961 69.374930 69.515171
3 30.843797 30.882220 47.004265 47.031100 105.82483 106.15328
4 40.615173 40.856023 69.376107 69.515171 155.65173 156.14327
5 45.461711 45.676961 83.289472 83.710297 163.87031 163.86621
6 47.037336 47.031100 95.291007 95.279286 182.14693 182.17511




Table 4.9  Dimensionless natural frequencies for the E-glass/epoxy rectangular 
C-S-S-S plate with different aspect ratios 
 







1 16.353631 16.354492 19.633021 19.645967 35.958020 36.071750
2 19.633127 19.645967 35.958933 36.071750 68.913212 68.969703
3 26.054635 26.101975 54.250181 54.250784 109.31306 109.90611
4 5.976598 36.071750 66.071899 66.370723 122.77102 122.76683
5 49.418199 49.529605 68.913695 68.969703 137.80270 138.26843
6 51.001515 50.997460 96.533311 96.734195 187.515663 187.83011




Table 4.10 Dimensionless natural frequencies for the E-glass/epoxy rectangular 
S-S-F-S plate with different aspect ratios 
 







1 3.417755 3.416661 10.917398 10.911763 40.533506 40.509911
2 10.917862 10.917398 20.369505 20.398769 50.077616 50.074740
3 12.597255 12.646843 40.535505 40.509911 70.645011 70.732206
4 20.369757 20.398769 41.511313 41.666849 103.511153 103.75907
5 23.271647 23.252122 50.079240 50.074740 149.288801 149.08987
6 32.818271 32.826117 70.646171 70.732206 158.947322 158.85044




Table 4.11 Dimensionless natural frequencies for the E-glass/epoxy rectangular 
C-S-F-S plate with different aspect ratios 
 







1 4.798642 4.801514 9.074485 9.098954 27.383633 27.515820
2 9.074711 9.098954 27.384828 27.515820 46.192650 46.272153
3 16.613660 16.678494 28.142751 28.150859 84.348732 84.386639
4 3.574174 23.574441 46.193366 46.272153 102.248253 102.81861
5 27.407623 27.515820 58.511740 58.811903 119.636737 120.12943
6 28.142828 28.150858 67.245971 67.239486 142.670779 142.61587




Table 4.12 Dimensionless natural frequencies for the E-glass/epoxy rectangular 
F-S-F-S plate with different aspect ratios 
 







1 2.448862 2.447660 9.825679 9.820166 39.395914 39.372699
2 5.368917 5.367546 13.675274 13.666641 43.688551 43.647054
3 9.826194 9.820166 26.316306 26.364115 57.314458 57.314983
4 13.675647 13.666641 39.397970 39.372699 81.482458 81.595077
5 17.539151 17.613924 43.690408 43.647054 117.545224 117.80396
6 22.148467 22.128926 50.395830 50.587370 162.207657 162.03964




4.5 Numerical Results by the Present Method 
 
It may well be observed from Tables 4.2-12 that bicubic B-spline solutions are in 
excellent agreement with exact solutions and other numerical solutions.  Those 
comparisons are believed to be enough to establish the numerical accuracy and 
versatility of the present method. 
 
For orthotropic rectangular plate, there exist 36 combinations of edge conditions 
(Narita 2000).  However, published data on orthotropic rectangular plates with 
various aspect ratios under general edge conditions is too scanty to be considered for a 
meaningful comparison.  The bicubic B-spline solutions for the first six frequency 
parameters of orthotropic rectangular plates over a range of aspect ratios under all 36 
combinations of edge conditions are given in Tables 4.13-17 for future comparison.  
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Table 4.13-17 are for aspect ratio r=0.4, 2/3, 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, respectively.  The order of 
36 combinations of edge conditions is in the same as listed in Narita (2000).  The 
plate geometry description is same as shown in Figure 3 and the aspect ratio r=b/a.  
The frequency parameter is yDa ρω 2 .  The material properties of the orthotropic 
plate used in the results are taken from Bert and Malik (1996) for E-glass/epoxy 
composite as GPa7.60=xE , GPa8.24=yE , GPaGxy 0.12= , and 23.0=xyυ .  
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Table 4.13  Bicubic B-spline solution for frequency parameters of  
orthotropic rectangular plates under general edge conditions (r =0.4) 
   Frequency Parameters  
No. B.C.  1st.   2nd.   3rd.   4th. 5th.  6th. 
(1) FFFF 0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  34.9025  39.0043  86.8636  
(2) FFFS 0.0000  19.7656  52.9769  96.1916  109.9184  116.5143 
(3) FFFC 21.9483  32.4732  62.0703  119.1647 137.4849  152.2488 
(4) FFSF 0.0000  19.1104  24.0702  63.5184  78.1674  125.1923 
(5) FFSS 9.7505 38.3433 91.9193 100.9299 133.9775 177.0264 
(6) FFSC 24.9556 47.9525 98.4180 141.2582 170.1780 181.7197 
(7) FFCF 5.5100 21.9238 34.4847 72.0221 96.6033 140.4994 
(8) FFCS 12.7193 47.3188 101.0876 109.6047 139.8021 201.8858 
(9) FFCC 26.4764 55.7705 114.6097 141.9302 175.3546 206.0554 
(10) FSFS 61.5111 71.9123 104.9991 164.6749 246.4436 254.5938 
(11) FSFC 96.2177 104.2569 131.8770 185.7035 270.8775 312.0228 
(12) FSSS 64.3049 87.9918 139.5532 222.0763 249.3021 272.8222 
(13) FSSC 98.3268 117.2052 162.2167 239.2552 314.4821 334.9168 
(14) FSCS 65.1128 94.1548 153.4506 244.4015 249.6844 276.3045 
(15) FSCC 98.8904 122.1162 174.5766 260.3113 314.7959 337.8511 
(16) FCFC 139.7189 145.7531 167.7375 214.1766 292.6365 385.2397 
(17) FCSC 141.2807 155.7851 193.2617 262.7342 367.6186 387.3814 
(18) FCCC 141.6844 159.6027 203.8943 282.1882 387.6444 396.2837 
(19) SFSF 15.4107 40.6745 61.8234 97.2210 139.3631 161.1946 
(20) SFSS 24.2995 72.2963 114.2669 150.2693 164.3968 243.8719 
(21) SFSC 35.0029 78.6321 152.9567 154.5602 198.0316 262.3668 
(22) SFCF 24.1503 46.7232 78.3565 110.5592 163.6533 163.9640 
(23) SFCS 31.4761 87.5503 117.3405 173.5757 174.2448 261.7029 
(24) SFCC 40.5239 92.9852 155.3998 177.4055 206.5782 288.9290 
(25) SSSS 74.1500 116.0877 190.8930 258.7129 296.6063 298.2133 
(26) SSSC 105.9035 140.8810 209.1975 312.0827 322.6107 355.8134 
(27) SSCS 77.6734 127.5683 211.1342 260.3933 303.1081 327.0508 
(28) SSCC 108.5028 150.6728 227.9960 324.0014 339.8815 361.3931 
(29) SCSC 146.9713 174.9128 234.7804 331.0409 394.4698 423.6380 
(30) SCCC 148.8933 182.9847 251.7874 357.4743 395.6435 428.4364 
(31) CFCF 35.1162 54.3089 96.8179 125.9458 167.1912 189.9632 
(32) CFCS 40.8671 104.9230 121.1875 185.7110 199.0074 281.6071 
(33) CFCC 48.2810 109.6120 158.4320 202.4083 216.6256 307.3978 
(34) CSCS 82.4941 141.1939 233.6216 262.4318 310.7176 358.0978 
(35) CSCC 112.0787 162.5274 249.1152 325.6863 367.6934 370.2045 
(36) CCCC 151.5473 192.9389 271.1545 386.2892 397.0522 434.0566 
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Table 4.14  Bicubic B-spline solution for frequency parameters of 
 orthotropic rectangular plates under general edge conditions (r =2/3) 
   Frequency Parameters  
No. B.C.  1st.   2nd.   3rd.   4th. 5th.  6th. 
(1) FFFF 0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  23.6943  34.7663  50.4465  
(2) FFFS 0.0000  11.7636  34.3224  42.5855  49.6763  87.5588  
(3) FFFC 7.8934  16.0539  44.3230  49.8346  62.7752  98.7550  
(4) FFSF 0.0000  11.6315  24.0931  43.1057  55.4432  78.4343  
(5) FFSS 5.9232  29.9452  38.9762  68.7703  83.7366  115.8814 
(6) FFSC 10.6831  32.5265  53.1452  80.2554  85.4070  133.3128 
(7) FFCF 5.5190  14.5687  34.4854  51.9098  56.7172  96.3428  
(8) FFCS 9.0301  38.7338  41.1200  76.1407  101.5450  116.6890 
(9) FFCC 12.8945  41.5514  54.3031  87.0789  102.8834  142.4262 
(10) FSFS 22.1013  31.5213  62.7024  88.6250  99.2225  122.4525 
(11) FSFC 34.5987  42.2001  70.2344  112.2397 121.4750  127.5826 
(12) FSSS 24.7953  48.1865  91.4407  100.6898 115.1189  166.2480 
(13) FSSC 36.6648  56.6413  106.1744 114.6696 135.6229  182.8667 
(14) FSCS 26.1532  56.1712  92.1054  116.9957 120.5403  179.0005 
(15) FSCC 37.6481  63.7497  115.2170 121.8412 140.3916  194.7141 
(16) FCFC 50.2646  56.1367  80.2539  134.1720 138.6048  146.7156 
(17) FCSC 51.8083  68.1053  113.5013 140.7240 159.2642  193.4620 
(18) FCCC 52.5271  74.2209  128.3647 141.1847 163.4310  213.4271 
(19) SFSF 15.4425  27.3214  61.9554  70.6472  76.4503  122.7981 
(20) SFSS 19.1056  51.9794  65.9096  99.6897  127.8595  143.6201 
(21) SFSC 21.7747  64.7097  67.2961  109.4669 144.5213  152.5771 
(22) SFCF 24.1887  34.1807  74.8021  78.4864  91.2935  134.4086 
(23) SFCS 27.0596  56.6732  81.9127  112.4681 130.6035  167.5529 
(24) SFCC 29.0925  68.6858  83.0712  121.3970 154.9456  168.3442 
(25) SSSS 35.4578  80.3009  101.1064 141.8337 157.3745  211.8994 
(26) SSSC 45.2725  86.2815  123.0891 159.8712 161.3272  229.1054 
(27) SSCS 41.0235  94.6131  104.0198 151.9899 180.0812  213.7818 
(28) SSCC 49.8483  99.8294  125.5543 169.0707 183.6093  246.8949 
(29) SCSC 58.5077  94.6025  148.0969 166.5459 181.0993  245.7971 
(30) SCCC 62.1589  107.1646 150.1975 188.2543 189.3754  262.6672 
(31) CFCF 35.1547  43.1375  80.1361  96.9413  108.2800  147.9765 
(32) CFCS 37.3284  62.9659  99.9378  127.4271 134.0554  193.4866 
(33) CFCC 38.8617  74.0708  100.9138 135.5224 157.9090  194.1866 
(34) CSCS 48.7657  107.8987 111.1453 164.1025 204.9195  216.1085 
(35) CSCC 56.4436  115.6916 128.8303 180.1483 208.0736  249.1829 
(36) CCCC 67.5853  122.1228 152.9854 199.4105 212.2247  281.7848 
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Table 4.15  Bicubic B-spline solution for frequency parameters of orthotropic 
rectangular plates under general edge conditions (r =1.0) 
   Frequency Parameters  
No. B.C.  1st.   2nd.   3rd.   4th. 5th.  6th. 
(1) FFFF 0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  15.7860  22.1089  35.2554  
(2) FFFS 0.0000  7.7422  15.3000  28.3031  38.4466  49.8421  
(3) FFFC 3.5044  9.6014  21.9038  33.8690  39.2330  61.4738  
(4) FFSF 0.0000  7.8529  23.9444  27.5723  33.9157  58.4198  
(5) FFSS 3.9462  19.3721  26.9917  46.1539  53.5246  80.5874  
(6) FFSC 5.9062  25.2543  27.9811  50.7611  64.8079  81.3259  
(7) FFCF 5.5248  10.8662  28.8898  34.7612  43.1349  66.3451  
(8) FFCS 7.3177  21.2313  36.9525  53.7110  55.3249  88.1937  
(9) FFCC 8.6804  26.9124  37.6434  58.5096  65.8043  96.9468  
(10) FSFS 9.8047  17.9453  39.3382  48.2077  49.3973  81.6450  
(11) FSFC 15.3589  22.2475  49.8347  50.7546  58.7450  88.8553  
(12) FSSS 12.3450  35.3026  42.0971  65.7147  88.4842  91.4519  
(13) FSSC 17.3574  38.1776  52.2293  73.6695  90.1442  106.6275 
(14) FSCS 14.2885  43.1173  44.3151  72.7374  92.1164  105.8815 
(15) FSCC 18.8505  46.7309  53.0848  80.1195  107.1893  107.3317 
(16) FCFC 22.3231  27.8562  53.9987  61.5570  69.4561  97.2769  
(17) FCSC 23.8400  42.0155  63.6503  82.9936  92.2164  123.0766 
(18) FCCC 24.9728  49.9875  64.3707  88.8718  109.0816  123.5937 
(19) SFSF 15.4708  21.5322  41.4392  62.0319  68.7887  79.3500  
(20) SFSS 17.1899  32.0747  63.8234  65.3641  78.8544  111.2420 
(21) SFSC 18.0129  37.0509  64.2239  75.6073  82.1713  119.1334 
(22) SFCF 24.2170  29.0834  46.8625  78.5582  83.0756  84.4546  
(23) SFCS 25.5326  38.1510  69.3720  80.1035  93.3724  121.4820 
(24) SFCC 26.1255  42.5378  79.1636  80.4365  96.2739  130.4500 
(25) SSSS 23.8999  52.2419  69.9371  95.6011  101.1165  141.8410 
(26) SSSC 27.3082  61.2041  71.6940  101.8196 115.4383  148.6404 
(27) SSCS 30.9153  56.6223  85.4226  104.0296 108.5127  151.9967 
(28) SSCC 33.6825  65.0463  86.9045  114.1066 118.0475  163.0415 
(29) SCSC 32.0610  71.5831  74.0136  109.2385 131.1220  150.0303 
(30) SCCC 37.6738  74.9457  88.8558  120.8490 133.4558  173.2798 
(31) CFCF 35.1804  38.9258  54.0971  87.9333  97.0093  102.1694 
(32) CFCS 36.1621  46.3817  74.7560  98.3568  110.0790  125.0998 
(33) CFCC 36.5943  50.1158  83.9838  98.6340  112.6064  140.0098 
(34) CSCS 40.3302  62.7328  103.0117 107.9082 123.6674  164.1088 
(35) CSCC 42.5160  70.4712  104.2723 121.5063 128.6755  174.4664 
(36) CCCC 45.7576  79.7306  105.9287 134.7418 136.5566  186.2261 
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Table 4.16 Bicubic B-spline solution for frequency parameters of  
orthotropic rectangular plates under general edge conditions (r =1.5) 
   Frequency Parameters  
No. B.C.  1st.   2nd.   3rd.   4th. 5th.  6th. 
(1) FFFF 0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  9.8510  10.4199  23.4108  
(2) FFFS 0.0000  5.1027  6.7946  17.1125  22.0629  34.1679  
(3) FFFC 1.5555  5.9012  9.7341  19.5199  27.2584  36.9391  
(4) FFSF 0.0000  5.2702  14.4832  24.2404  28.6576  31.8268  
(5) FFSS 2.6048  10.4659  25.1035  26.0155  34.8157  49.5430  
(6) FFSC 3.4456  13.0163  25.6848  30.5127  36.5192  55.2451  
(7) FFCF 5.5293  8.4380  16.7136  32.8449  34.6429  38.8443  
(8) FFCS 6.3748  12.8194  27.1119  35.7143  43.8873  50.6355  
(9) FFCC 6.8256  15.0700  31.7270  35.9256  45.3581  57.5895  
(10) FSFS 4.3505  10.9388  17.4540  26.5445  39.3434  41.2352  
(11) FSFC 6.8175  12.6679  22.1204  30.3602  42.0470  46.2085  
(12) FSSS 6.6344  20.1123  29.3167  42.1019  43.3791  65.7178  
(13) FSSC 8.6876  24.4493  30.2298  46.2486  48.7154  70.8769  
(14) FSCS 9.2376  21.6284  38.9962  43.1220  51.7020  72.7402  
(15) FSCC 10.8614  25.7437  39.7270  49.6152  54.2219  77.5183  
(16) FCFC 9.9128  14.8513  27.3310  34.7623  43.0228  53.6244  
(17) FCSC 11.3732  29.3815  31.3830  49.6148  55.9091  76.6302  
(18) FCCC 13.1343  30.4950  40.6423  56.7145  57.1907  82.8907  
(19) SFSF 15.4947  18.4091  27.6902  44.5210  62.0846  65.1519  
(20) SFSS 16.2810  22.9642  37.5508  60.9069  62.8904  69.5342  
(21) SFSC 16.5231  24.7674  41.5659  63.0051  67.3044  70.5712  
(22) SFCF 24.2391  26.4999  34.3113  49.6225  73.8529  78.6075  
(23) SFCS 24.8334  30.1939  43.0529  65.0242  79.3009  85.0813  
(24) SFCC 25.0027  31.6485  46.6646  71.1022  79.3951  85.9581  
(25) SSSS 19.0788  31.0213  52.2458  65.5506  76.3168  82.6096  
(26) SSSC 20.1320  34.3714  58.0659  66.0548  78.2553  90.8413  
(27) SSCS 26.9941  37.0537  56.6259  81.6000  85.9054  91.0555  
(28) SSCC 27.7779  39.9516  62.0816  82.0184  92.7180  93.8906  
(29) SCSC 21.5825  38.3376  64.5184  66.6727  80.5338  99.6925  
(30) SCCC 28.8671  43.4525  68.1928  82.5295  94.6867  102.5075 
(31) CFCF 35.1995  36.9001  43.1635  56.5142  79.0406  97.0546  
(32) CFCS 35.6398  39.7782  50.5978  70.6243  97.6585  100.6435 
(33) CFCC 35.7613  40.9195  53.7448  76.2951  97.7375  103.4688 
(34) CSCS 37.2665  45.3751  62.7360  90.3758  99.6640  107.9824 
(35) CSCC 37.8492  47.7965  67.7308  98.0166  100.0168  109.4243 
(36) CCCC 38.6636  50.7799  73.3983  100.4446 106.3238  111.1229 
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Table 4.17. Bicubic B-spline solution for frequency parameters of  
orthotropic rectangular plates under general edge conditions (r =2.5) 
   Frequency Parameters  
No. B.C.  1st.   2nd.   3rd.   4th.  5th.  6th. 
(1) FFFF 0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  3.5452  6.1523  9.7893  
(2) FFFS 0.0000  2.4435  3.0348  7.9330  9.5736  16.5793  
(3) FFFC 0.5590  3.3088  3.5010  9.8105  10.4132  18.8942  
(4) FFSF 0.0000  3.1425  7.3053  13.6741  22.8775  24.3499  
(5) FFSS 1.5380  5.3323  11.1517  19.8029  24.7114  28.2646  
(6) FFSC 1.8302  6.2078  12.7678  22.2203  24.7863  28.6951  
(7) FFCF 5.5329  6.7237  10.0509  15.8067  24.6024  34.6762  
(8) FFCS 5.8417  8.2930  13.3497  21.4646  32.8246  35.0911  
(9) FFCC 5.9401  8.9463  14.7731  23.7557  35.0144  36.0738  
(10) FSFS 1.5641  6.2265  6.2692  13.5715  14.1328  22.8967  
(11) FSFC 2.4507  6.7924  7.9484  14.7894  16.6047  24.8579  
(12) FSSS 3.3924  8.6820  16.7530  26.1277  27.8769  31.4536  
(13) FSSC 4.0425  10.1130  19.0092  26.3308  30.9613  32.1765  
(14) FSCS 6.8054  10.9845  18.4194  29.1523  36.2502  40.8743  
(15) FSCC 7.1803  12.1825  20.5178  32.1304  36.4079  41.4660  
(16) FCFC 3.5641  7.4589  9.8242  16.1747  19.2751  27.0206  
(17) FCSC 4.8786  11.7611  21.4832  26.5683  32.9965  34.2639  
(18) FCCC 7.6995  13.6101  22.8500  35.3342  36.5894  42.1417  
(19) SFSF 15.5154  16.6116  20.0926  26.2015  35.2267  47.3864  
(20) SFSS 15.8041  18.2024  23.3167  31.4637  42.8224  57.4780  
(21) SFSC 15.8545  18.6432  24.4187  33.3688  45.5899  61.1310  
(22) SFCF 24.2575  25.0880  27.8374  32.9576  40.9597  52.2067  
(23) SFCS 24.4741  26.3170  30.4663  37.5125  47.8617  61.6892  
(24) SFCC 24.5088  26.6416  31.3522  39.1645  50.3906  65.1382  
(25) SSSS 16.7687  20.7384  27.8934  38.4085  52.2858  63.3709  
(26) SSSC 16.9897  21.5647  29.5407  40.9438  55.7180  63.4765  
(27) SSCS 25.2038  28.3175  34.3160  43.7085  56.6629  73.1902  
(28) SSCC 25.3599  28.9515  35.6997  45.9848  59.8737  77.3439  
(29) SCSC 17.2698  22.5462  31.3967  43.7057  59.3819  63.5963  
(30) SCCC 25.5556  29.7104  37.2784  48.4895  63.3238  79.9023  
(31) CFCF 35.2145  35.8309  37.9269  42.0189  48.7843  58.7971  
(32) CFCS 35.3745  36.7551  39.9868  45.7941  54.8304  67.4752  
(33) CFCC 35.3992  36.9947  40.6807  47.1780  57.0746  70.6652  
(34) CSCS 35.9162  38.2848  43.0918  51.1045  62.7695  78.2291  
(35) CSCC 36.0287  38.7653  44.2168  53.0830  65.7018  82.1472  











Free vibration of rectangular plates under the combinations of the three classical 
boundary conditions, i.e. simply supported, clamped and free edges, has been studied 
extensively.  The reason for this is that the three boundary conditions of simply 
supported, clamped and free edges are of most practical interest.  In fact, the three 
classical edge conditions are simply three of the four possible combinations of 
essential and natural conditions.  
 
The fourth mathematically possible boundary condition has zero rotation (essential 
condition) and zero effective shear force (natural condition), which has been referred 
to in the literature as the guided (Bert and Malik 1994) or sliding (Ugural 1999) edge.   
Although the fourth edge condition is not as important as the three classical ones, it 
may be encountered in various disciplines of engineering.  For example, in 
mechanical engineering, the bearings may have guided contact with the supported 
member.  The boundary of a piston inside a circular cylinder with narrow clearance 








Figure 5.1   Guided (or sliding) edge 
 
Table 5.1 Rectangular plate configurations based on possible combinations of simply 
supported, clamped, free and guided edges (one or more guided edges) 
Cases 1-4 with two opposite edges simply supported have an analytical solution 
1. SSSG 2. SCSG 3. SGSF 4. SGSG 
Cases 5-12 with one edge simply supported and opposite sides guided have an 
analytical solution 
5. CSCG 6. CSSG 7. SSGG 8. CSGG 
9. SSGF 10. SCGF 11. SGGF 12. SFGF 
Cases 13-21 with two opposite edges guided have an analytical solution 
13. CGSG 14. CGCG 15. SGGG 16. CGGG 
17. SGFG 18. CGFG 19. GGFG 20. FGFG 
21. GGGG    
Solutions of Cases 22-34 are possible by approximate or numerical methods only 
22. CCCG 23. CCSG 24. CCGF 25. CCGG 
26. CGCF 27. CGSF 28. CSGF 29. CGGF 
30. CFGF 31. SGFF 32. CGFF 33. GGFF 
34. GFFF    
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The number of the possible combinations of the three classical edge conditions 
(simply supported, clamped, and free) is 21.  The possible combinations of the three 
classical edge conditions and at least one guided edge condition give rise to 34 
additional cases.  These configurations are listed in Table 5.1.  Of all these 34 cases, 
analytical solution is possible for 21 cases only, which have been investigated by Bert 
and Malik (1994).  The solutions of the remaining 13 cases are possible by 
approximate or numerical methods only, however, no investigation has been reported. 
To shown the versatility of the present method, the results for rectangular plates with 
at least one guided edge are also computed.  Also, the features of the present bicubic 
B-spline method are discussed in this Chapter. 
 
5.2 Imposition of Boundary Condition of Guided Edge 
 
In the case of transverse vibrations of thin rectangular plates, the presence of guided 
edge makes a rather complex mathematical situation, since no beam function can 
exactly satisfy the natural boundary conditions of this kind of boundary condition.  
However, in the present bicubic B-spline method, the boundary condition of guided 
edge can be simply imposed.   
 
As expressed in equation (2.21-5), beam function with at least one guided edge can be 
accurately approximated using the new form of B-spline basis set proposed in Chapter 
two.  The imposition of guided boundary condition can be carried out by deleting 
columns and rows corresponding to zero spline nodal coefficients of the spline 
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matrices ][],[],[ xxx CBA , ][ xF  and ][],[],[ yyy CBA , ][ yF , similarly as the cases for the 
three classical boundary conditions. 
 
For example, the second, (N+1)th and (N+3)th  columns and rows of the spline 
matrices should vanish for G-S beam.  Thus, boundary indices corresponding to 
guided edge can be defined accordingly, i.e. bcx=14 for S-G, bcx=24 for C-G, bcx=34 
for F-G and bcx=41 for G-S, bcx=42 for G-C, bcx=43 for G-F, and bcx=44 for G-G.  
With the boundary indices related with guided edge defined, the vibration problem of 
plate with at least one guided edge can be easily carried out.  
  
5.3 Comparison with Exact Solutions 
 
Bert and Malik (1994) presented analytical solutions of frequency parameters for 21 
cases of rectangular plates with one or more guided edges.  The 21 cases have been 
sorted into three groups, i.e. plates with two opposite edges simply supported, plates 
with one edge simply supported and opposite edge guided, and plates with two 
opposite edges guided.  The first nine frequency parameters of three cases from the 
three groups, i.e. SCSG, SGGF, and GGGG, are computed by the present method and 
compared with the analytical solutions in Tables 5.2-4, respectively.  The agreement 
between the present solutions and analytical ones is impressive. 
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Table 5.2  Comparison of frequency parameters for SCSG plate 
 




method Exact * 
Present 
method Exact * 
1 10.34459  10.34454  13.68579  13.68577  41.18469  41.18466  
2 14.04479  14.04455 38.69439  38.69393  65.27708  65.27632  
3 21.15134  21.15106  42.58779  42.58662  111.25348  111.24204  
4 31.48613  31.47916  66.30066  66.29910  178.53572  178.45914  
5 39.91245  39.91111  83.49563  83.48830  197.06605  197.06296  
6 43.36284  43.36022  91.71810  91.70417  222.30722  222.30413  
7 45.00561  44.97255 111.01629  111.00916  266.23690  266.16636 
8 50.20771  50.20251  114.37324  114.35987  266.50405  266.22905  
9 60.37257  60.36157  147.92791  147.87515  330.11816  330.07159  
*Bert and Malik (1994) 
 
Table 5.3  Comparison of frequency parameters for SGGF plate  
 




method Exact * 
Present 
method Exact * 
1 2.44325  2.44001  2.41070  2.40785  2.37357  2.37104 
2 3.77012  3.76564  9.18348  9.18141  21.76868  21.74211  
3 7.79626  7.79427  22.02673  21.99667  39.03164  39.03119 
4 14.82359  14.82200 30.55345  30.51000  60.93475  60.85150 
5 22.14358  22.10998  33.42682  33.42615  65.94330  65.92023  
6 23.60167  23.55383  56.21210  56.18961  110.63301  110.53142  
7 25.01826  25.00849  61.40349  61.31043  119.88639  119.68813  
8 28.09377  28.05593  70.35809  70.11123  172.64695  172.39071  
9 35.52962  35.50419  77.61083  77.60132  192.17749  192.17367  




Table 5.4  Comparison of frequency parameters for GGGG plate  
 




method Exact * 
Present 
method Exact * 
1 1.57914  1.57914  9.86962  9.86960  9.86962  9.869620 
2 6.31673  6.31655  19.73923  19.73921  39.47958  39.47842 
3 9.86962  9.86960  39.47958  39.47842  61.68514  61.68503 
4 11.44876  11.44874  49.34896  49.34802  71.55473  71.55464 
5 14.21448  14.21223  78.95801  78.95684  88.84053  88.82644 
6 16.18624  16.18615  88.84053  88.82644  101.16397  101.16345 
7 24.08319  24.08184  98.70876  98.69605 150.51997  150.51148 
8 25.27991  25.26619  128.31508  128.30486 157.99945  157.91368 
9 35.14584  35.13579  157.99945  157.91368 219.66152  219.59871 
*Bert and Malik (1994) 
 
 
5.4 Numerical Results by the Present method 
 
The bicubic B-spline solutions for plates with 34 combinations of different edge 
conditions are shown in Table 5.5-17 for different aspect ratios.  Those 13 cases have 
no analytical solutions and find no available numerical solutions in literature.  Thus, 





Table 5.5  Bicubic B-spline solutions of frequency parameters for CCCG plate 
 
aspect ratio r = a/b Mode 
sequence 2/5 2/3 1 3/2 5/2 
1 22.63272 23.19655 24.57795 28.70100 46.70085 
2 24.86870 30.74236 44.77075 67.54214 82.05066 
3 29.97003 47.96869 63.98760 80.19072 139.49409 
4 38.50371 62.62624 83.27823 115.82573 199.23378 
5 50.64564 70.44395 87.26174 126.64734 217.67627 
6 61.99886 75.06327 123.28343 173.24566 230.55915 
7 64.60543 86.90657 123.69770 179.13252 283.30350 
8 66.37193 111.59241 142.40142 205.67903 316.34459 
9 69.97816 112.67860 150.60841 212.52122 357.55418 
 
 
Table 5.6  Bicubic B-spline solutions of frequency parameters for CCSG plate  
 
aspect ratio r = a/b Mode 
sequence 2/5 2/3 1 3/2 5/2 
1 15.77075 16.53117 18.34855 23.45847 43.44845 
2 18.69489 25.78157 41.25078 56.70824 72.92613 
3 24.86585 44.61565 52.63283 77.98472 124.64896 
4 34.44482 51.06220 74.08709 108.68130 197.38366 
5 47.41460 59.93062 85.15311 110.58450 198.09013 
6 50.33792 72.68709 106.86083 160.52812 226.12866 
7 53.32496 77.97819 116.82442 177.82731 274.27814 
8 59.39298 105.28626 127.68015 184.49038 290.73972 
9 63.75092 105.37240 149.14356 207.77138 343.21661 
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Table 5.7  Bicubic B-spline solutions of frequency parameters for CCGF plate  
 
aspect ratio r = a/b Mode 
sequence 2/5 2/3 1 3/2 5/2 
1 5.82781 6.39955 7.78816 11.52535 24.93200 
2 8.25672 13.98630 25.85303 35.53868 47.46232 
3 13.87844 30.89554 32.29520 53.12424 90.53861 
4 22.92983 31.03902 51.23587 78.60378 141.03696 
5 30.46421 39.20468 64.92146 79.56457 153.69023 
6 33.27805 55.74725 76.53554 123.99143 166.47386 
7 35.33239 56.95635 89.29651 141.87340 213.48687 
8 39.00428 75.36847 95.95572 143.37222 236.93056 
9 47.78803 81.08415 123.94247 165.66525 279.53734 
 
 
Table 5.8  Bicubic B-spline solutions of frequency parameters for CCGG plate  
 
aspect ratio r = a/b Mode 
sequence 2/5 2/3 1 3/2 5/2 
1 5.91096 6.75124 8.99631 15.19030 36.94347 
2 8.85439 16.63070 32.89572 37.41907 55.33993 
3 15.37489 31.32443 33.05174 70.47996 96.09306 
4 25.35216 36.05379 55.00942 81.12103 158.45099 
5 30.59011 40.30721 77.23363 90.69122 191.18820 
6 33.54399 58.66116 77.29907 131.98762 209.64994 
7 38.64062 64.45888 98.19975 145.03248 241.50389 
8 39.62308 75.74074 98.48365 170.41666 247.64425 
9 48.98082 84.55412 140.54532 190.24676 306.13010 
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Table 5.9  Bicubic B-spline solutions of frequency parameters for CGCF plate  
 
aspect ratio r = a/b Mode 
sequence 2/5 2/3 1 3/2 5/2 
1 22.34398 22.31794 22.28514 22.23789 22.15524 
2 23.16445 24.62271 27.53553 34.19715 55.85023 
3 25.98568 33.21762 48.55258 61.36610 61.14986 
4 31.42507 50.46883 61.47959 76.53181 101.62957 
5 40.05130 61.55633 68.31690 84.88648 120.12019 
6 52.13970 64.61253 90.30401 120.46857 165.04976 
7 61.61644 74.50666 90.89954 128.07138 198.93900 
8 62.71886 77.23182 120.64817 137.17803 204.37870 
9 66.23537 92.06798 128.15189 182.36948 246.49511 
 
 
Table 5.10  Bicubic B-spline solutions of frequency parameters for CGSF plate  
 
aspect ratio r = a/b Mode 
sequence 2/5 2/3 1 3/2 5/2 
1 15.38026 15.34938 15.31182 15.25870 15.16871 
2 16.47848 18.36153 21.92477 29.54055 49.40109 
3 20.06276 28.49989 45.06977 49.63005 52.58593 
4 26.48754 47.12309 49.75065 66.56775 93.34186 
5 36.05374 49.83304 57.50045 82.53528 103.40695 
6 48.90650 53.32429 82.09721 103.77033 151.55991 
7 49.89882 64.37345 88.09754 121.01804 177.24671 
8 51.16345 74.79419 103.95881 121.97817 203.01177 
9 55.16032 83.37999 112.18399 177.74621 227.91396 
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Table 5.11  Bicubic B-spline solutions of frequency parameters for CSGF plate  
 
aspect ratio r = a/b Mode 
sequence 2/5 2/3 1 3/2 5/2 
1 5.75830 6.05969 6.61272 7.70546 10.39906 
2 7.65028 11.69383 19.95748 33.68319 39.29193 
3 12.42087 26.15263 31.74735 38.96296 84.96153 
4 20.57671 30.86898 47.07998 67.27730 100.38533 
5 30.43234 37.80435 53.63521 78.32008 129.82887 
6 32.10642 49.83552 76.18947 114.79794 149.52489 
7 32.95762 52.39028 80.10300 115.91148 181.24692 
8 38.15401 75.27012 92.85304 142.32923 233.63307 
9 46.23710 75.40192 107.56692 142.49455 251.08769 
 
 
Table 5.12  Bicubic B-spline solutions of frequency parameters for CGGF plate  
 
aspect ratio r = a/b Mode 
sequence 2/5 2/3 1 3/2 5/2 
1 5.57607 5.56300 5.54792 5.52898 5.50107 
2 6.41026 7.91727 10.90588 17.72148 29.81596 
3 9.62376 17.75265 30.06285 29.97633 39.83580 
4 16.07221 30.12290 34.22535 45.84235 70.73926 
5 25.92440 33.43747 37.38449 71.77492 73.93128 
6 30.17148 36.85899 61.21624 74.22668 120.24959 
7 31.37563 44.08551 74.38073 91.89574 137.83999 
8 35.20760 62.80136 78.09442 99.22643 187.40569 
9 39.11793 65.07106 82.41132 138.27153 192.48870 
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Table 5.13  Bicubic B-spline solutions of frequency parameters for CFGF plate  
 
aspect ratio r = a/b Mode 
sequence 2/5 2/3 1 3/2 5/2 
1 5.56171 5.54016 5.51922 5.49518 5.46053 
2 6.26823 7.32162 9.00242 11.87375 18.03545 
3 8.96880 15.13892 27.36397 29.77589 29.55495 
4 14.57315 30.03512 29.92623 42.76309 58.71603 
5 23.51690 31.75483 36.29256 55.13088 73.36098 
6 30.12570 33.01511 57.04120 73.86955 111.28386 
7 31.22434 42.73659 65.79679 87.00912 136.99304 
8 34.87247 57.58303 74.15486 89.40988 144.42500 
9 35.82138 59.73655 81.41000 137.78089 178.21389 
 
 
Table 5.14  Bicubic B-spline solutions of frequency parameters for SGFF plate  
 
aspect ratio r = a/b Mode 
sequence 2/5 2/3 1 3/2 5/2 
1 2.833583 5.153985 8.710524 14.44969 14.92445 
2 7.197001 15.03607 15.29102 16.77704 38.26339 
3 14.13896 16.25319 26.39972 37.02406 49.48403 
4 15.43609 20.89188 32.93346 49.50993 64.47378 
5 17.51225 34.45655 49.63856 69.95977 102.9047 
6 23.17969 35.70995 53.91768 73.52203 106.1977 
7 24.56755 49.77296 60.83301 93.63335 162.7142 
8 31.83681 54.58633 76.89855 103.8243 176.6324 
9 37.78603 55.81457 91.10221 126.9152 191.6661 
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Table 5.15  Bicubic B-spline solutions of frequency parameters for CGFF plate  
 
aspect ratio r = a/b Mode 
sequence 2/5 2/3 1 3/2 5/2 
1 3.50985 3.50385 3.49611 3.48488 3.46558 
2 4.83473 6.84778 10.19646 16.97070 21.48501 
3 8.61754 16.95434 21.86353 22.05229 39.27830 
4 15.24552 21.98069 31.48405 42.08476 60.95759 
5 21.95659 26.73682 34.08862 61.11062 69.00911 
6 23.65443 36.08935 58.15338 71.06789 114.27546 
7 25.30255 39.78884 61.49358 82.81370 120.13440 
8 29.00165 59.63750 71.25972 97.34350 175.95907 
9 36.85770 61.43003 77.55365 120.40683 190.98657 
 
 
Table 5.16  Bicubic B-spline solutions of frequency parameters for GGFF plate  
 
aspect ratio r = a/b Mode 
sequence 2/5 2/3 1 3/2 5/2 
1 0.85908 2.38190 4.90505 5.35928 5.36923 
2 4.66279 5.55157 6.07341 12.49104 29.14244 
3 5.61770 10.99370 15.93748 24.73582 35.11061 
4 7.87228 13.35196 29.32022 30.04191 49.20175 
5 11.80246 23.47643 30.64494 52.82196 73.76539 
6 13.34751 30.02651 40.44186 67.55964 83.42192 
7 21.13354 32.91008 42.17589 74.04768 132.08461 
8 22.03992 35.47088 70.36587 79.80949 137.74953 
9 30.09736 43.39231 73.55692 97.63271 188.10852 
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Table 5.17  Bicubic B-spline solutions of frequency parameters for GFFF plate  
 
aspect ratio r = a/b Mode 
sequence 2/5 2/3 1 3/2 5/2 
1 3.40206 5.34374 5.37730 5.37070 5.35875 
2 5.60836 9.91575 14.63677 20.81380 29.24565 
3 7.61444 10.61721 22.02883 29.37640 33.31023 
4 9.87651 21.63366 29.75201 50.06930 72.76770 
5 12.89197 27.08493 36.08762 50.25363 72.96237 
6 19.17776 30.00296 40.16609 64.59443 124.18050 
7 20.14829 34.78236 61.35288 74.25586 133.93105 
8 29.46422 39.62941 66.93716 95.03981 141.18779 





5.5.1 Meshfree feature of the bicubic B-spline method 
 
In FEM, remeshing procedures are required when different discretization schemes are 
used; therefore, to attain more accurate results, very fine meshes are needed.  Unlike 
FEM, a most salient feature of the bicubic B-spline method is its meshfree 
characteristic.  When different segments are used for the computation, no remeshing 
procedures are needed.  Thus, accuracy can be controlled more easily since the 
connectivity among nodes is generated as a part of the computation and can change 
with parameters specified.  
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5.5.2 Advantages of the present bicubic B-spline method 
 
Several other distinct characteristics of the present method can be observed from the 
comparison.   
 
• Versatile; 
Orthotropic as well as isotropic plates with arbitrary combinations of simply 
supported, clamped, free and guided edges can be effectively handled.  To the 
best knowledge of the author, it’s the first report of such versatile method for 
vibration problem of plates under any combination of the four kinds of 
possible boundary conditions. 
 
• Small computation effort required;  
2C -continuity between successive segments is achieved with only one 
unknown coefficient per spline node.  This embedded high degree of 
continuity results in a significant reduction in degrees of freedom compared to 
standard polynomial approximation.  Under the mesh MN × , the total 
degrees of freedom without the imposition of boundary conditions for the 
present bicubic B-spline method is )3()3( +×+ MN .  Whereas, the number is 
)1()1(3 +×+ MN for the conventional four-node element in FEM, and 
)3()1(2 +×+ MN for the spline finite strip method (SFSM), as shown in 
Table 5.18. 
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Table 5.18  Comparison of total DOF numbers of different methods 
 
Method No. of total DOF      
FEM (4-node) )1()1(3 +×+ MN  
Spline finite strip method )3()1(2 +×+ MN  
Present )3()3( +×+ MN  
  
 
• Rapid and stable convergence, and high accuracy; 
As have seen in convergence study, the present bicubic B-spline method 
convergences very fast and stably.  High accuracy can be attained when small 
number of segments are used. 
 
• Ease of data preparation and input. 
The data preparation is very easy, since only boundary indices and number of 
sections are required besides the material and geometry parameters of the 
plates.  In addition, the three classical boundary conditions, as well as the 







BICUBIC B-SPLINE METHOD FOR  
TRANSIENT RESPONSE 
 
6.1 Introduction  
 
Although the FEM is very powerful and versatile for structures of arbitrary geometry, 
large memory and long computation times are required for most practical dynamic 
problems.  It accounts for the fact that considerable research effort has been devoted 
to the development of more efficient two-dimensional analysis model.  If the structure 
geometry is regular, as is the case in many practical applications, special 
approximation technique can be more efficient. 
 
As discussed in Chapter 5, desirable versatility, high accuracy and small computation 
effort of the present bicubic B-spline method have been demonstrated in vibration 
analysis.  Considering the high efficiency of the present bicubic B-spline method, it’s 
attractive to carry out transient response analysis.  In this Chapter, linear transient 
analysis using bicubic B-spline method is presented.  The dynamic equation of the 
structure is solved using Newmark-beta integration technique.  A simple example is 
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included to demonstrate the accuracy and numerical efficiency of this approach in 
transient analysis. 
 
6.2 Dynamic Equation Formulation 
 
For a plate subjected to distributed dynamic load [ ]Ttztytx qqqtq ,,,)( = , the 
deflection w  is assumed small and is function of the coordinates x  and y , and of 
time t , i.e. ),,()( tyxwtw = .  Using bicubic B-spline approximation the transverse 
displacement changing with time can be expressed as following, 
{ } )()][([)]([),,( txytyxw δφψ ⊗=  (6.1)
Accordingly, the strain-displacement equation is given by 



























where ][H  is as defined in equation (3.10). 
 
Thus, the strain energy U , the virtual work due to external force V , and kinetic 
energy T  are, respectively, expressed as, 
{ } { }dxdytDtU a b T∫ ∫= 0 0 )(][)(2
1 χχ  (6.3)
dxdytqtwV
a b

















1 ρ  (6.5)
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The total dynamic potential Π of the orthotropic plate during the time interval 








By performing Hamilton’s principle, the governing equation in motion of the structure 
can be obtained, 
[ ]{ } [ ]{ } { })()()( tFtKtM =+ δδ  (6.7)
where ][K  and ][M  are the stiffness and the mass matrix of the plate, as defined in 
equations (3.21-2).  And { })(tF  are as following, 
{ } [ ] { }dxdytqxytF b a T∫ ∫ ⊗= 0 0 )()]([)]([)( φψ  (6.8)
 
Similarly, the boundary conditions can be applied by setting those columns and rows 
of spline matrices associated with corresponding boundary conditions, as appropriate 
to the problem in hand.  
 
6.3 Newmark-beta Integration 
 
In the present thesis, the dynamic equation (6.7) is solved using Newmark-beta 
integration method.  By assuming that the solutions at nth step are known, this 
integration scheme can establish approximate solutions at ( 1+n )th step.  
 
1) Assume the acceleration between nth step and ( 1+n )th step 
- for solving velocity 
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( ) 1221)( ++−= nn δβδβτδ DDDDDD  (6.9)
- for solving displacement 
( ) 1221)( ++−= nn δβδβτδ DDDDDD  (6.10)
 
2) Solving the velocity and displacement at ( 1+n ) th step 
( )[ ]11 1 ++ +−∆+= nnnn t δγδγδδ DDDDDD  (6.11)
( )[ ]121 2212 ++ +−
∆
+∆+= nnnnn
tt δβδβδδδ DDDDD  (6.12)
 
3) Rearrange equation (6.11) and (6.12) for 1+nδ  










1111 121  (6.13)




















4) Substitute equations (6.13) and (6.14) to the equation of motion at ( 1+n )th step 
111 +++ =+ nnn FKM δδ  (6.15)
 
5) Solve the displacement at ( 1+n )th step, i.e. 1+nδ  





























































6)  Solve the acceleration and velocity at ( 1+n ) th step, i.e. 1+nδDD  and 1+nδD  
7) Substitute 1+nδDD  into equation (6.1) to get structure acceleration w , 1+nδD  into 
equation (6.1) to get structure velocity w . 
 
6.4 Numerical Example 
 
In bicubic B-spline method, 2C -continuity between successive segments is achieved 
with only one unknown coefficient per spline node.  This embedded high degree of 
continuity results in a significant reduction in degrees of freedom compared to 
standard polynomial approximation, which is one of the most desirable characteristics 
of the present method for transient analysis.  The purpose of the following numerical 
example is to demonstrate the high efficiency and accuracy of the present approach. 
 
Consider an isotropic rectangular plate of length 500mm, breadth 250mm, uniform 
thickness 5mm, and area mass density 4210 /108 mmNs−×=ρ .  The material 
properties are Young’s modulus 24 /101.2 mmNE ×= , Poisson’s ratio 25.0=υ .  The 
plate has all edges simply supported.  The applied load, q , is a step load of intensity 
2/035.0 mmN  acting over one quadrant of the plate.  The time step t∆  used in the 
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present bicubic B-spline approach is 100 sµ .  The load and the transient response 








Figure 6.1  Step load acting on the structure 
 
































6.5 Discussion on the Efficiency of the Present Method 
 
Many considerations play a role in the choice of these computation techniques for a 
certain problem; speed is only one of them.  The computation time required for a 
certain problem does not only depend on the efficiency of the method but also on the 
solution routines and programming techniques that have been employed.  Moreover, 
most finite element packages are general commercial purpose packages capable of 
handling a wide variety of problems.  The present bicubic B-spline method is purpose 
designed for a more special range of problems.  Thus it is very difficult and often 
unfair to compare computation times of different formulations.   
 
However, the smaller number of total degree of freedoms can account for the 
efficiency of the present method.  As discussed in Chapter 5, one of the most 
important characteristics of the present bicubic B-spline method is its high 
computation efficiency.  As shown in Table 5.18, for a certain problem, the total 
number of degree of freedom in the present method is only one third of that in FEM.  
It’s a great improvement in computation efficiency and is desirable for structural 





CHAPTER 7  
 




The principal focus of this study is to develop a novel method for structural dynamic 
analysis.  Firstly construct a new form of cubic B-spline basis set.  Using this new 
form of cubic B-spline basis set, beam function under arbitrary combination of the 
three classical boundary conditions and the fourth kind, guided edge, can be 
accurately approximated.  The development of the new form of cubic B-spline basis 
set is of considerable significance, since it is much more versatile than are other beam 
functions or polynomials with regard to the variety of end conditions that can be 
accommodated, and there’s no problem in meeting the end conditions of guided edge. 
 
Bicubic B-spline method is then developed for vibration analysis of orthotropic 
rectangular plates, in which bicubic B-spline approximation procedure is employed to 
express the plate deflection in both −x  and −y directions.  The method is the first 
kind of simple and unified method capable of analyzing vibration of plates with 
arbitrary combination of the three classical edge conditions and the guided edge 
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condition.  High versatility, accuracy and efficiency have been demonstrated by the 
comparison between the present results and those in literature.  The present approach 
is also extended for transient analysis of rectangular plate, and high effectiveness has 
also been shown. 
 
The unique aspects of our approach are: 
1) versatile, since vibration problem of plate with arbitrary combination of 
simply supported, clamped, free and guided edges can be solved by the present 
approach; 
2) significant reduction in degrees of freedom compared to standard FEM 
technique, thus this method is desirable for dynamic analysis of complex 
structures; 
3) rapid and stable convergence, and high accuracy; 
4) ease of data preparation and input; and  




Prospective work is divided into the following interesting areas: 
1) Extend the present method for vibration analysis of skew plates.  This 
procedure will firstly involve geometric mapping, thus skew plate can be 
mapped as a rectangular domain.  After the geometric mapping treatment, 
similar formulation can be followed as that in the rectangular case.  It’s 
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encouraging to expect that high versatility of the present method will be 
demonstrated. 
2) A logical extension is to investigate the vibration characteristics of shallow 
shells.  To do this, the transverse as well as in-plane displacement should be 
approximated using the new form of cubic B-spline basis set.  And the 
frequency equation of shallow shell can be formulated by performing 
Hamilton’s principle.  It’s anticipated that the present method is capable of 
solving vibration shell with arbitrary combination of the four kinds of edge 
conditions. 
3) In addition to the traditional problems in structural numerical analysis, the 
present method can be used in computational atomic and molecular physics, 
for example, multiphoton two-electron ionization.  It’s a fascinating aspect of 
the three-body problem, in which the handling of very large and dense basis 
sets will be required.  However, splines have the property of being ‘complete 
enough’ with a relatively small number of basis functions thus it is possible 
for such a basis set to compete with the finite-difference methods.  For a 
detailed reference of the application of B-splines in atomic and molecular 




Notes on Kronecker Product 
 
A1  The Kronecker Product 
 
The Kronecker product is a binary matrix operator that maps two arbitrarily 
dimensioned matrices into a larger matrix with special block structure.  Given the 




































































































A2  Properties of the Kronecker Product Operator 
 
In the following it is assumed that A, B, C, and D are real valued matrices.  Some 
identities only hold for appropriately dimensioned matrices. 
 
1.  The Kronecker product is a bi-linear operator.  
)()( BABA ⊗=⊗ αα  
)()( BABA ⊗=⊗ αα  
2.  Kronecker product distributes over addition. 
)()()( CBCACBA ⊗+⊗=⊗+  
)()()( CABACBA ⊗+⊗=+⊗  
3.  The Kronecker product is associative. 
)()( CBACBA ⊗⊗=⊗⊗  
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4.  The Kronecker product is not in general commutative, i.e. usually 
ABBA ⊗≠⊗  
5.  Transpose distributes over the Kronecker product (does not invert order) 
TTT BABA ⊗=⊗ )(  
6.  Matrix multiplication, when dimensions are appropriate, 
)())(( BDACDCBA ⊗=⊗⊗  
7.  When A and B are square and full rank 
111)( −−− ⊗=⊗ BABA  
8.  The determinant of a Kronecker product is (note right hand side exponents) 
nm
mmnn BABA )det()det()det( •=⊗ ××  
9.  The trace of a Kronecker product is 







Elements of the Spline Matrices 
 
The elements of the spline matrices [ , and [  in equations (3.24-
27) are as following.  The dimension of the spline matrices [ , and 
 is 
][],[], xxx CBA ]xF
xA ][],[], xx CB
][ xF )3()3( +×+ NN
[],x BA
.  The spline matrices [ , and [  are in 
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